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Abstract

RNA is a single stranded biomolecule which can fold back on itself, forming hydrogen bonds.

Many projects exist which at tempt to predict th e 2 dim ensional structure th at will form

from a given nucleot ide sequence. Visualization of th ese predictions helps researchers to

better understand t he behaviour and results of their prediction algorithms.

j Viz.Rna is a tool designed to ass ist in th e analysis of st ruct ure predicti ons with three

unique features: analysis of multiple structures using seven different visualization methods,

du al gra phs of RNA st ruc t ures which highlight the topology of the RNA , and finally, the

ab ility to overlay a predicted structure on top of the native st ru cture of a given RNA in all

visualiza tions apa rt from du al graphs which use a different comparison method.

jViz.Rna is available through http://jviz.cs.sfu.ca.Ithas been successfully em

ployed on Linux, Mac OS 10.4, and Windows with J ava 1.5 or greater.

Keywords: RNA; Structure; Prediction ; Visualization; Comparison; Du al Graph
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Chapter 1

Introduction

RNA is a nucleic acid polymer composed of nucleic monomers forming four nucleic acids 

Adenine , Gua nine , Cy tosi ne, and Uraci l. This typically single st ra nded biomolecule forms

a thermodynamically conserved structure consisting of paired regions, in which the strand

folds back on itself forming hydrogen bonds bet ween nucle otides, and single stranded regions.

As th e 2D representation of the structure, known as the secondary structure, provides an

eas ily unde rst andable visu al representation, it has become widely used for analys is and

visua lization. There are a number of common elements which are formed in the second ar y

st ructur e as shown in Fig. 1.1. The multi-branch loop is the intersection be tween mor e than

two paired regions (stems) while an internal loop is the intersection bet ween exactly two

stems . This differs from a bulge in which two stems are separate d by only one segment of

unpaired nucleotides as opposed to two segments . The hairpin loop is a segment of unpaired

nucleot ides wh ich is connected to th e two nucleotides in the las t base pair of the stem. T he

bridge is a single segment of unpaired bases between two stems which are connected in no

other way. Most notable of th ese elements are pseudoknots which present spec ial problems

in visualization.

Discussed in [85], pseudoknots are considered to be tertiary structural elements formed

by th e interacti on of bases of a single-st ra nded loop pair and complementary bases outs ide

of the loop. Formally, a base pair i, j is pseudoknotted if a bas e pair i' ;i' exis ts such that

i < i' < j < j' or i' < i < j' < j [65, 64].

While not prevalent in all RL'1 A molecules, pseudoknots do have significant functional ef

fects when present [13, 52, 98, 97]. It is thus important t ha t when th ese structural elements

are found , they can be visualized in the sam e manner as non-pseudoknotted str uctures .

1
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Bulge

Multi-branch
Loop

Bridge

Hairpin Loop
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2

Figure 1.1: An example of an RNA seco ndary structure showing struc t ur al elements .

There are fourteen to po logically possible ty pe s of pseudoknots of which th e H-type pseudo

knot [32] is t he most prevalent of the six pseudoknot typ es know n to exist [28].

A number of methods exist whereby the secondary structure for a given molecul e can be

obtained . Physical methods such as X-Ray Crystallography and NMR (Nucleic Magnetic

Resonance) are typically slow and expensive, but usually resul t in a st ru ctur e which exist s

in natur e. A class of highl y acc urate prediction me thod s known as Comparat ive met hods ,

use t he sim ilarit ies between st ructures to make a pr edi ction of wh at st ruct ure will form

with a high probability [54, 62]. Other pr ed iction method s attempt to minimize t he free

energy ( ~G) of a structure usin g a variety of the rmody namic models. The qu ali ty of the

predictions mad e by algorithms whi ch use free energy minimization is generally dependent

on the quality of the thermodynamic mo del [84, 99, 96, 14]. Dyn amic Programming [103,

37, 74] is a te chnique which can rapidly find the structure wi th lowest energy. Evolutionary

Algor ithms [20, 95] and Simula ted Annealing [82] are two other methods whi ch attempt to

more close ly mimic natural pr ocesses to arrive at a low ene rgy, but not necessar ily lowest

ene rgy, st ruc ture .

Regardl ess of the me th od used , t he res ult ing pred iction must be analysed in ord er to
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determine the accuracy and validity of the prediction model and method. The current

commonly used method for determining accuracy is based up on measures derived from the

number of correctly and incorrectly predi ct ed base pairs. While this numerical method of

determining accuracy provides a rapid mean s of assessing predicti ons, it does not provide

insight into th e prediction and how it could be improved .

In this th esis, I propose a variety of visualization and nu merical compa rison methods

intended to provide a more comprehensi ve analysis of RNA secondary st ructure predic

tions. In accomplishing this goal, there are five main ar eas of interest: secondary st ru ctur e

visualization, top ology visua lizat ion , pseud oknot visualizati on , visual comparison, and nu

merical / statistical comparison . Each of t hese areas will be discussed in turn in the following

section.



Chapter 2

Motivation

During work on RNA secondary structure prediction with other members of the resear ch

group [89, 90, 91, 88, 92, 31, 30, 15], a need arose for comparison of our predictions with

the nat ive st ructures of RNA in order to determine t he validity of our met hod. In addit ion,

we wanted to compare our results to those of other predict ion methods in orde r to better

underst an d the results of vari ous approaches. While a numerical compar ison showing the

number of correctly predict ed base pairs was rapidly obtained, it did not give any insights

into how to make the prediction any better , nor show what differences there were between

two predictions wit h a similar score , but different struct ure. It was thus desirabl e to visualize

these predictions. A survey of visualization tools available at the time (2002) revealed that

there were no suit able tools availab le - particularly those capable of displayin g pseudoknots.

It is import an t to note that many tools exist for structural alignment and visualizat ion

of predicted consensus structures [71 , 76, 46, 34, 78, 10, 63], however these do not address

th e problem stated above.

Seeing a need for a tool which could perform comparisons an d provide greate r insight

into predictions, a study was made of what would be required. There are six main objectives

in the creat ion of a tool to an alyze the results of these predictions. Numerical comparison

(1) provides a rapid ranking as well as quantitative analysis of many predictions. However,

as such an analys is does not provide insight into the structure or det ails of the predict ion,

(2) visualization of the st ructure is also required . While t he visualizat ion of t he secondary

structure allows the user to see exac t ly what base pairs were predicted , it shows too much

detail if t he user is only interest ed in the topology of the RNA. To overcome this, (3)

visualization of the topology of the RNA is required. In addition to visualizing structures,

4
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(4) pseudoknot visualizat ion is also needed . These objec t ives all deal with visua lizat ion of

single structures. Research int o st ructure prediction requires comparison be tween a native

str uct ure and its predicti ons, making visu al comparison of st ru ct ures a key goal (5) . The

final objective is that these functi ons be (6) flexibl e and easy enough for other RNA structure

prediction researchers to use.

The following sec tion det ails the resear ch into each of these six main objectives.



Chapter 3

Background

This chapter is divided into six main sections corresponding to the six main objectives

outlined in the Motivation. Each section discusses the extent of the previous work done in

each area to be addressed in this thesis.

3.1 RNA Structure Visualization

Visualization of RNA secondary structures helps the researcher to better understand the

function and classification of an RNA. 'When predicting RNA secondary structures, visu

alization helps in better understanding the behaviour of the prediction algorithm along

with its accuracy in correctly predicting the structure. This section outlines some of the

techniques used to visualize RNA secondary structures.

3.1.1 Linear Feynman

The linear Feynman representation shows the entire RNA strand on a horizontal line with

the base pairs represented by arcs drawn above or below the line connecting bases. A sample

of this visualization mode showing only the skeleton of this visualization mode is shown in

Fig. 3.1. This is one of the most straightforward visualization techniques and was the first

to be implemented in jViz.Rna. This visualization mode has been used for many years and

there does not appear to be any definitive moment when it was first used. An alternative is

shown by the RNA Family software which shows more of a topological view in that it groups

adjacent arcs into a single arc. In this way, the number and type of nucleotides contained in

6
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a stem is masked. The most significant probl em with this visualization mod e is that large

st ructur es use a significant amount of horizontal space and so detail must be sacrificed in

order to display them on a reasonably sized display.

Figure 3.1: A minimal example of a linear Feynm an plot showing a hypoth etical structure.

3.1.2 Circular Feynman

The circular Feynman is a vari an t of the linear Feynman and uses the same principals.

Inst ead of showing the RNA strand as a horizontal line, it is shown as a circle. In this

visua lizat ion, loops (chords) connect ing bases are dr awn within the circle while any extra

lab elin g is typi cally shown outs ide of the circle . Unlike the linear Feyn man , t he circular

Feynman does not use as much horizont al space but det ail may st ill be lost as st ructures

become large.

Ea rly examples of RNA circular Feynman diagram s can be found in [60], [105], and [77].

In these examples, chords are drawn both as stra ight lines and as loops. T here is also a

rest riction on the intersecti on of chords as these circle graphs were used in t he calculation of

energy and of the classical structure plot . This meant that pseudoknot s were not modeled

or visualized in this early work.

A minimal example of a circu lar Feynman plot with just the outer ring and chords

displaying a hypothetical structure is shown in Fig. 3.2.

3.1.3 Mountain Plot

T he mountain plot [35, 36] is an xy-graph with th e RNA sequence plac ed on th e z-axis and

th e number of base pairs enco mpassing t he sequence position on the y-axis. In this way,

each hairpin loop represents the peak of a moun tain wit h bulges manifested as plat eaus and

mul ti-bran ch loops as bases on which are multiple peaks. The mountain may be shown as

a single line or as a series of solid slabs stacked upon each other with each slab represent ing
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Figure 3.2 : A minimal example of a circular Feynman plot showing a hypothetical st ru cture.

5 ' GGUUGCGGCCAUAUCUACCAGAAAGCACCGUUUCCCGUCCGAUCAACUGUGUUMGCUGGUAGAGCCUGACCGAGUAGUGUAUGGGUGACCAUACGCGAAACUCAGGUGOJGCAAUCU 3'
I I I I I I I
1 20 40 60 80 100 118

Figure :3.3: A sample of a line type mountain plot showing a pre dict ion of Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, 58 rRNA, X67579, 1l8nt as predict ed by RnaPredict .

a single base-pair. Colour ing may also be used to differentiate between different base pair

types. A samples of a mountain plot is shown in Fig. 3.3.

3.1.4 Dot Bracket

While prim arily used as an RNA secondary st ruct ure sto rage format, dot bracket notation

can also be used as a rudimentary visu alization technique. One of the benefits is t hat it

can be constructed relatively ra pidly using on ly standard charac te rs . In general, t he RNA

sequence is displayed on a single line with th e base pairing inform ation displayed beneath

it. One symbol (char acter) is chosen as an indicator that no base pairing is pr esent , while

two ot hers are chosen to indi cate th e nu cleotid e on 5' end of the base pai r and another to

indicate the nucleot ide on the 3' side . Typically the cha racter chosen to indi cate no pairing
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is the period ' .' or the colon ' :' . To indi cate base pairs, par en theses ' (' ' )' or brackets ' [' T,
'{ ' '} ','<','>' ar e used . If the sequence is very long and will not fit in the intended space,

it can be split into multiple sections on multiple lines. An example of this visualization is

pr ovided in F ig. 3.4.

( (( ( l( «««( l. . « «((. (( ») . » » ) » »»» ( ((( l( . .. ..•• (( (( ( (( ( » » »» »»»»» » » ) .
5' GGUUGCGGC CAUAUCU ACC AGAAAGC ACCGUU UCCCGUCCGAUCAAC UGUGUUAAGCUGGUAGAGC CUGACCGAGUAGUGUAUGGGUGACCAUACG CGAAA CUCAGGUGCUGC AAUCU 3'

I I I I I I I
1 20 40 60 80 100 118

F igure 3.4: An example of dot bracket not ation being used as a visualizat ion showing a pre
dict ion of Saccharom.yces cereuisiae , 58 rRNA, X67579 , 118nt as pr edict ed by RNAPredict .

3 .1.5 Dot Plot

Earl y usage of th e dot plot, initially termed 'Graphical Mat rix', was int ended to highlight

similarit ies between two sequences, not secondary st ructures. As discu ssed in [53], the intent

was to use human capa bilit ies to ass ist computat ion d ue to th e lack of computational power

in the ea rly days of RNA resear ch .

. . . to take ad vantage of the sensitive discrimination of t he eye and mind in de

tecting pattern s in nucleoic acid and protein sequences. Most of the dedu ctions

made from the sequences pr esented here can be discovered , but only with diffi

culty, ei ther by aligning the sequence data manually or by performing a numerical

analysis. Both approaches are expedite d by the gra phic matrix. For example,

several program s exist for predi cting the secondar y st ructure of RNA but they

either require lar ge amounts of computer time or t ake un certain sho rt cu ts . The

graphic matrix can be used to guide numerica l program s by eliminating unfa

vorable regions and th ereby shorteni ng ca lculation ti mes. [53]

While various sub tle ties in usage and creation exist , t he prim ar y usage of t he dot plot

tod ay is as an energy dot plot [41] - a matrix where a single RNA strand forms both the x

and y axes . Thus, a po int (i, j) on the grid correspond s to a bond form ed between the i t h

an d / h nucl eotid es. As directi onali ty is not needed , only one half of the matrix (split along

its diagonal ) is required to display a single structure. However , mul tiple seq uences may

be shown on one half with other structure informat ion , such as a consensus between the
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multiple structures or a minimum energy folding [40], shown on the remaining half. While

the depiction is not obvious to the foldin g, with some experience, it is possible to identify

st ruc t ural elements in large, complex structures. A sample of a dot plot created by RNA/old

is shown in Fig. 3.5.

S.cerevisiae

Figure 3.5: An exam ple of a dot plot showing the base pair probabilities of a prediction of
Sa ccharom yces cerevisiae, 58 rRNA, X67579, 118nt by RNAfold. The upper right t riangle
shows the probabilities whil e the lower left t riangle shows the optimal secondary struct ure.

3.1.6 Classical Structure

The classical structure illustrates the RNA strand such that bases which are paired ar e

spatially placed near each ot her and connect ed with lines representing the hydrogen bonds.

The backb one structure may also be shown with lines representing the rib ose and phosphate

groups. In general, st ems are shown as ladder sh ap ed structures while bul ges and loops are

shap ed as partial circles.
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A number of methods have been shown for the creation of classical structure. Two

techniques are shown in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7. In the first method, shown in Fig. 3.6, the

classical structure is described as a condensed form of the circular Feynman diagram where

all chords have been shortened and made equa l length . This results in base-paired regions

becoming shaped as stra ight ladders. The most prominent work is that done by Shapiro et .

al, in generating non-overlapping displ ays of nucleic acid secondary structure [77], shown

in F ig. 3.7. Although this clearly disp lays st ructural elements, it can become complex when

dealing with large structures.

A B
II01'p'!!.....-
.tlcp

upper
s«tion

i"'~ior
.tlcp-

8.
broncll_
junction

bltt;y
seclioo ~-

Figure 3.6: Base pairing in a simple planar st ructure . ( A) Extended form. Base pairs
are represented by arcs which join nucleotides located along th e circumference of the circle.
( B ) Cond ensed form. The individual bonds from the structure shown in A were shortened
and set to a fixed length, resulting in a mor e convent ional representation of a base-paired
structure with one branch. Single-stranded loops are lab eled according to the nomenclature
of Tinoco et al. [80]. Figure and caption reprinted from [60], used with permisson of Ruth
Nussinov @1980.
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Figure 3.7: Construction of a radial drawing from a circular Feyn man diagram. A) A non
recursive structure; B) recursive structure showing two levels of circle and radial drawing; C)
non-compressed radi al dr awing; D) compressed rad ial drawing. F igure and capt ion reprinted
from [77] used by permission of Oxford University Press.
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As th e name suggests, topology visualization deals with visualizing the struct ur al elements

that make up th e RNA secondary struct ure as op posed to the det ails of precisely which

hydrogen bonds are involved. Topology of RNA secondar y structure is important as certain

classes of RNA have the same topology while having different sequences and base pairs .

For example, tRNA st ructures typi cally have a cloverleaf st ruc ture regardl ess of sequence.

Work in this area began with rep resenting RNA secondary structures as trees. In thi s

representation, structural elements become vertices, and the stems between them become

edges . The root node of the tree is th e 5' end of th e struc ture. As described in Sec. 3.3.3 , thi s

tree may also be used for comparison of simil ar structures. An extension of this technique

which allows for pseudoknots is discussed in Sec. 3.2.2.

3.2 Pseudoknot Visualization

As previously mentioned, a base pair i, j is pseudoknotted if a base pair i', j' exis ts such

that i < it < j < i' or i t < i < j' < j .

As RNA secondary struct ure visua liza tion has tended to follow RNA secondary struct ure

rese arch and prediction, pseudoknot visualization has only very recently been considered .

The com plexity of displaying pseudoknots is dependan t upon the visua lization mode used.

For example, the linear and circular Feynman diagrams, and dot plot all ada pt very well to

pseudoknot visualization . In the case of the linear [74] and circular Feynman, pseudoknots

are displayed very clearl y and it is possible to rapidly ident ify t hem by glancing at the

visu alization. In the case of the dot plot , pseudoknots are more difficult to rapidly det ect ,

but may be found with some effort .

The addition of pseudoknots to th e dot bracket visualization and da ta format varies by

impl ementation , but maintains th e same ap proach . In all cases, pseudoknots are encoded

using an altern ate bracket symbol. For example, regular st ems may be shown using the

' (' and I)' characters, while pseudoknot s are shown using the '<' and I> ' characte rs . As

pseudoknots themselves may be nest ed, a series of bracketing symbols are used and may even

include alphanumeric characte rs where a letter is used as both the start and end . However ,

thi s behaviour is more common in data storage than in visua lizat ion .

The mountain plot is a visualization technique which does not lend itself well to pseu

doknot visua liza tion. As th e peaks in th e mountain plot correlate to hai rpin loops on th e
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ends of stems, a pseudoknot connec ti ng two hairpin loops would have to be portrayed as

a bridge connecting two peaks. However , other pseud oknot typ es would involve mountain s

behind mou nt ain s and other complex arrangements.

3 .2.1 Classical Structure

Classical structure displ ay of pseudoknot s is an area which has been heavily researched

with the results of that work ty pica lly being incorp orated into software packages. An early

example of the display of pseudoknots in classical struct ure is shown in [83]. In th is example,

th e st ru cture is displayed as a series of stems rising from a horizontal plane in a simil ar

fashion to a forest . A lack of multi-bran ched loops makes this representation work well. The

H-typ e pseudokn ots present in the structure are depicted as lines connecting th e relevant

nucleotides at th e top of the hairpin loop to the corresponding nucleotides at the base, as

shown in Fig. 3.8. While this example was hand made, ot her tools have been develop ed for

the automa tic display of pseudoknot s in RNA secondary st ructure [48].

While most tools do not allow for the display of pseudoknots, there are two notable

approaches in th e tools t ha t do. The first approach is to dr aw the pseudoknot simil arl y

to th e rest of the structure, but to ignore structure layout and require the user to resolve

the resulting overla ps. Using this approach, the Rn aViz [73] tool allows the user to crea te

what is known as a skelet on file of a st ruct ur e that has been manually manipulated. This

skeleton file can then be used to lay ou t future similarly shaped st ruct ures in the same

manner, reducing repetitio n for the user . T he second approac h is to automat ically dr aw

th e pseudoknots in a planar manner, thereby reducing the effort required when displ aying

differing structures. This met hod is used by PseudoViewer [28] which maintains a library

of pseudoknot typ es an d can apply those layouts automat ically depending on which type of

pseudoknot is encount ered in the structure. The resulting dr awings are typically very well

laid out with few overlaps. However, the method used to create planar pseudoknots in thi s

tool results in long, unmodifiabl e constructs which do not match th e visua l style of the rest

of the structure and can become unwieldy.

One of the earliest to ols to incorporate pseudoknots into its classical st ructur e displ ay

was Rna Viz [73] . Further inform ation on these tools and th e methods th ey use can be found

in Sec. 3.4.
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Figure 3.8: An early example of pseudoknot display in RNA secondary st ructure. Reprinted
from [83], @1995, with per miss ion from Elsevier.

3 .2 .2 Topology Visualization

To resolve the limitations of trees for t he representation of pseudoknots in RNA secondary

structure, the RNA dual graph is a grap hical representat ion of an RN A secondary st ruct ure

described in [24] and further explored in [19, 23] for th e purposes of enume ra ting all possible

RN A topological motifs . In this represent at ion , an edge or vertex can represent possibly

many bases, base pairs, or just a single base. To build a dual graph, three rules are used,

as described in [24]:
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1. A ver tex represents a double-stranded helical st em .
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2. An edge represents a single strand that may occur in segments connec ting the sec

ond ar y elements (e.g., bulges, loops, junctions, and stems).

3. No representat ion is requ ired for the 3' and 5' ends .

T hese ru les do not define exactly how the graphs are to be drawn or laid out, but all

du al graphs drawn by the au thors follow three genera l convent ions:

1. Mul ti- bran ch loops may be of vary ing size and are gene ra lly drawn larger than bulges

which all mai nt ain the same size.

2. Hairpin loops are dr awn wit h approximately half the diameter of bulges.

3. Verti ces are filled circles and are drawn approxima tely half the diameter of hairpin

loops.

It should be noted that all dual graphs thus far have been manually created by the

authors who conte mplated creating software to do so, but did not pursue t he project [22].

3.3 Structure Comparison

'When discussing comparison of RNA secondary st ructures, it is important to make a dis

tinction between the different typ es of comparisons . The first type of comparison to be

discussed is numerical, in which qu antitative properti es of the st ru ctures are compared.

That is not to say th at visua lizing these resul ts is not possible, as gra phs and plots can be

used to make these quant it ative valu es easier to understand, bu t that the underlying metrics

are numerical and can be statist ically analyzed to find greater meaning. The secon d and

third com parison meth ods discussed here are both visua l comparison meth ods which are

more qualitative than quantitative. This comparison method is concerned with showing the

similarit ies and differences in the locat ion of t he hydrogen bond s present in th e struct ures

to be com pared. In this way, the visual bond comparison methods deal with ever y single

hydrog en bond , which in large st ructures can be overly complex or needlessly detailed if

only structural motifs are of interest. For this purpose, a method of visually comparing the

topology of st ructures has been resear ched and will be discuss ed .
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The initial method used to compare RNA secondary structures in our lab was to count the

number of correctly predi cted base pairs and stems. Examples of whi ch are shown in some

of the earlier papers of Zuker et al, [104] and van Batenburg et al, [83]. Notably, in both of

th ese case s, only the correctly predicted base pairs and ste ms are counte d. Overpredictions,

whe re a base pair is pr edi cted to exist , but is found to not exist in the native structure,

a re not counted . This results in a ver y narrow view of the ove ra ll qu ali ty of the prediction .

As jViz.Rna is intended to provide a comprehens ive comparison of R NA st ruct ures, more

ad vanced techniques are required .

Numerous statist ical method s have been proposed for comparing RNA seco ndary struc

tures [38, 33, 43]. However , t he maj ority of these method s do not account for pseudoknots

and are concerned with conse nsus alignment and motifs com mo n between many structures.

Work on comparisons between only two structures has also bee n done but has typically

been related to tree edit distance and other metrics which canno t account for pseudoknots

[49, 58, 1]. However, some work has also been done regarding pseudokn ot s, but has a greater

conce rn with structural alig nment than determining acc uracy of predicti on [50, 11].

However, we are conce rned with how well a structural pr edi ction m at ches the native

structure of the sa me nucleotide seq uence . In this scope, work has been done on various

distance correla tion me t rics [5, 66]. The method s discussed in these documents are of

particular interest to us as they provide non-experimenta l comparison techn iques and do

not differentiate between a pse udo knotted and non-pseudoknotted st ructure . The basis of
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Positive True Positives False Posit ives

Negative False Negatives True Negatives

Figure 3.9: Organi zation of predi ction resul t s as compared with native struct ure. The upper
row indicates base pairs whi ch have been predi cted whil e the lower row indica tes those that
have been pr edi cted to not exist. Similarly, th e left column indicates base pairs which are
known to exist while the right colu mn ind icates those whic h are known to not exist . Note
that the number of true negatives is going to be mu ch lar ger than any of t he ot her measures
as the number of theor etically possible base pairs is much larger than t he number that exist
in a structure.
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these metries is presented in F ig. 3.9 which summarizes how to obtain t he True Positive

(TP) , False Po sit ive (FP), False Negative (FN ), and True Negative (TN) measures. In

general, a good pr edicti on will have a high pe rcent age of t rue positives and a low percentage

of false positives and false negatives. T he ratios between these values provide metri cs which

can be used to compare multiple pred ictions from mul tipl e algorit hms. T he ratio of true

positives to t he total numb er of base pairs in the native structure is known as the sensit ivity

and provides an indication of how many of the base pair s known to exist were missed in the

pred ict ion .

TP
Sensitivity = T P + F N (3.1)

A complementary measure, specificity, also known as positive predictive value, calculates

t he ratio of true pos iti ves to the total number of base pairs in the pr edi cted structur e. In

other words, how effect ive is the predicti on at predict ing the correct base pair s without

predict ing too many false base pairs. Not e that this definit ion is different from that used in

the medica l field an d is calc ulated as follows.

TP
Specificity = TP + F P (3.2)

A metric that combines these two measures into a single indicator of the qua lity of the

pre diction is known as the F-measure and is defined as follows.

F = 2 x speci fici ty x sensitivity (3.3)
speci ficity + sensitivity

A common method for visualizing sensitivity an d spec ificity is known as th e Receiver

Ope rat ing Characteristi c (ROC) cur ve. Commonly used in medicine, this plo t char ts the

sensitivity versus the specificity and thereby provides an indication of whi ch method or drug

provides t he best results when t reating or test ing a certain condit ion. As we are dealing

wit h sing le da ta points in analysing RN A secondary st ructures, a var iant of the ROC curve,

known as the RO C plot is used . This plot can be used to show t he relative quality between

many predictions in order to better underst and the relationship between sens it ivity and

specificity for different prediction approaches. For example, one predict or may have a very

high sens itivity (pred ict many correct base pairs) but in so doing, have a very low specificity

(predict ion of many incorrect base pairs). The ROC plot helps to rapidly de te rmine which

of the predi cti ons has the desired ba lance between correct pred ictions an d over predi cti ons.
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Due to previous RNA secondary structure prediction and analysis research, three methods

of comparing RNA secondar y structures have been widely used . 'When comparing mult iple

structures to a single st ructure, a dot plot is typically employed. As previously described ,

the dot plot is most effective at showing which parts of multiple structures are similar to each

other. An obvious method for comparing st ruct ures is to simply show the two (or poss ibly

more) structures side by side and describe the differences textually, using nucleotide position

to assis t the reader. This method , however , requires a great am ount of paper space and

effort to und ers t and.

An improvement over t hese methods for comparing a prediction to a native st ruct ure was

used by Batenburg et . al. in [83], shown in Fig. 3.8. In thi s instance, the native structure of

the RNA is shown in a variant of the classical structure format with t he correct ly predicted

bond s being shown in bold . This is very effective in showing the correct ly predicted hydrogen

bonds, but does not show the incorrectly predicted bonds. Typically, in structure prediction,

the bonds tha t are incor rectl y predi cted are, in many cases, as interest ing and import ant

as those which are correctly predi cted. For instance, it can be helpful to see where the

prediction is disturbed by t he presence of a non-canonical base pair in the nat ive structure.

As will be seen in Chap. 4, j Viz.Rna incorp orates visual bond comparison meth ods which

permit the visualization of the complete predicted structure as well as the complete native

st ructure using a novel structural overl ay format.

3.3.3 Topology Comparison

When comparing a predict ed st ructure to a native st ruct ure, the same RNA sequence is

used and the resulting st ructures are usually significant ly similar to each ot her, alb eit with

slight differences in the number and length of helices. In these situat ions, and particularly

for large st ruc t ures, it can be help ful to remove th e det ails present in t he visual hydrogen

bond comparison and instead present a comparison of the topology of the st ruct ures to be

compared . As noted in the previous sect ion, t he du al graph abstracts an RNA second ary

structure to a graph. This then means that the comparison can be performed using exist ing

graph comparison techniques.

When discussing graph comparison techniques, it is important to define the context in

which graph compariso ns are intended to be used in jViz.Rna The primar y goal of graph
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comparison in j Viz .Rna is to compare the elements of one st ru ct ure with th at of another

similar st ru ctur e. It is also assumed t hat both struct ures have the same backbone sequence .

T hese special circumstances create an important disti nction, which affects the focus of this

review.

T wo examples of where th is comparison would be useful are given in F igure s 3.10 and 3.11.

In F igure 3.10, t he known (blue) structure of Saccharomyces cerevisiae and a prediction

(green) of the st ructure are shown on the right hand side. Bonds that are comm on between

the two structures are shown in red . As can be seen in th is view, t here is one paired region

which was predicted to have one extra bond than exists in nature and another pai red region

which is shifted . While these two structures have different bonds, th ey both have an overall

similar structure as indi cated by th e dual grap hs on th e left hand side of t he figure . T he

desired result is that these two du al graphs would be mapped one on the ot her in a similar

fashion to the classical st ru cture plot shown in th e right of the figure. This would enable

instan t verificatio n to th e user that both of the structures are indeed st ructurally similar .

A more complex example is given in F igure 3. 11 where the predict ed struct ure has fewer

elements than t he known struct ure, unli ke Figure 3.10 where both struct ures have th e same

num ber of elements. For clarity, Table 3.1 ind icates the des ired mapping of the vertices in

Figure 3.11 along with t he reason for each mapping. T here are t hree ver tex pa irs which

have exact mappin gs while the re are two verti ces in th e known struct ure which do not ex

ist in t he prediction. A fur ther two ver tex pairs have partial overlap between the known

and predicted struct ures. There is one vertex pair in which the pairings are not an exac t

match, but the paire d regions correspond to the same struct ural element . The result of

th is ma pping, comb ined with helpful colour ing, would be a figure in which the user would

immediately be ab le to see which element s are merely shift ed or of the differing lengt h as

opposed to those which have no correspondence in t he known and predicte d st ruct ures.

The explosion of databases and data mining has resulted in a cons iderable amount of

research into th e use of grap hs to represent complex dat a and th e associated algorithms

requi red to determine similarity between these graphs. P rim aril y, the intent of these al

gorithms is to prov ide a means of searching vast databases quickly and effectively to find

similar or exact matches to gra ph queries. While this is a different goal than what we wish

to accomplish , th ere are st ill useful techniques to be exploited.

There are roughly three different categories of graph similarity meas ur es [100, 68]: (1)
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Figure 3.10: Dual Graph of the native fold of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 58 rRNA, X67579,
118nt (Blue) compared with a prediction by RnaPredict [91] shown in Green. Red indicates
base pairs which are correctly predicted. Note the force-directed placement model used in
the display of the dual graph in this early development version of jViz.Rna
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Figure 3.11: Dual Graph of the native fold of Haloarcula marismortui,58 rRNA, AF034620,
122nt (Blue) compared with a prediction by RnaPredict [91] shown in Green. Red indicates
base pairs which are correctly predicted. This dual graph was drawn by an early development
version of jViz.Rna, using a force-directed placement model to draw the dual graph. In this
plot, the native fold has two stems which are not present in the prediction.
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Table 3.1: Vert ex matching for Fig. 3.11. Verti ces correspond to pai red regions.

Known Predicted Rationale
Vertex Vertex
(blue) (green)
IVa 2Va Identical bonding
IVI - Does not have a counte rpar t in the predicted struc ture
IV2 2Vl Identical bonding
IV3 2V2 Elements fill t he same relative position
IV4 2V3 Identical bonding
IV5 2V4 Different sizes of paired region , same st ruct ural element
IV6 2V5 Different sizes of paired region, same st ru ct ur al element
IV7 - Does not have a counterpa rt in the predicted structure
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physical property-b ased , (2) feature-based , and (3) st ruc ture-based. Physical property

based type features include such t hings as the weight or toxicity of a given graph . These

measures do not factor in to the cur rent usage of j Viz.Rna and so are discarded for the

time being. Feature-based measures [23, 19] identify elementary components of a graph and

compare frequencies of given features between graphs . For example, with RNA Secondary

structure, the number of loops and bulges present in two graphs could be used to compare

t.heir similari t.y. Another more generic possib ilit.y is comparing th e connec t.ivity of th e gra ph

in which vertices are connected to others with certain degree. There is a large degree in

diversity of feat.ure-based measures. While fast and effect ive, these measureme nts are ra ther

coars e and do not assist in providing the desired matchings of vertices previously outlined.

The third category, st ru ct ure-based measures, is the most relevant to our goal.

One class of structure-based measures is that of edit-distan ce [8, 75, 102]. In general ,

edit dist ance is the number of operations (inser tion , deletion , relabel) required to change one

item (st ring, t ree, gra ph) to match another. Typi cally, different op erations have differing

costs associated with t hem making this a very flexibl e algorit hm. Although it is expensive to

calculate a min irnum edi t. distance cost, a pro cedure using Arc-annot ated sequences [49, 42]

(similar to linear Feynman diagrams ) has been pr oposed , which allows for calculat ion of

minimum edit costs in linear time for relatively simple structures. However , pseudoknots

are a special case wh ich can increase the problem complexity to be NP- complete . Whil e

this te chnique does not provide a matching between vertices, it does provide an effective

measurement of th e similar ity be tween two st ruct ures . This functionali ty would be very

useful for jViz.Rna as a quantitative measure to complement the exist ing measures already
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included in jViz.Rna, which give t he detailed pair information.

Subgraph isomorphism [47, 17, 21] is another structure-based measurement which is a

general graph theory pro blem. This technique at tempts to find one or more instances of

a specific graph ar rangement wit hin another graph. A number of algori thms have been

devised to solve this problem , however, in cases where t he du al gra phs resul ting from RNA

secondary structures are planar , the solution may be found in linear time [17, 23, 24]. Whil e

significant for subgraph search, this algorithm is of limited use in j Viz.Rna.

Finally, we move on to the problem of finding a m aximum common subg raph [67, 12,

69, 87] . This problem is of the most relevance to j Viz.Rn a. There are two vari ants of

thi s problem: Maxmimum Common Induced Subgraph (MCIS ) and Maximum Common

Edge Subg ra ph (MCES) . T he MCI S finds a graph common to the graphs being comp ared

wit h as many ver tices as possible shared between them, while th e MCE S contains as many

edges as possible. It has been argued [69] that th e MCES most closely exemplifies the

notion of chem ical similar ity as the bonds between atoms most significant in defining th e

chemical st ructure. A similar argument can be made for th e use of MCES with RN A du al

graphs wher e the edges represent connect ions between paired regions which have structural

significance. Aside from being NP-complete and thus computat ionally exp ensive, there are

two ot her problems with thi s approac h. First , t here is not necessar ily a single answer for

any given set of graphs. The second problem is that t he underlying information of the RNA

secondary structure is not used to improved the comparison or to highli ght differen ces in

the graphs such as the number of base pairs represented by a vertex or which nucleotides are

represented by an edge. With these limitations, th ose vertex matchings described previously

would not necessarily occur.

As will be seen in Sec. 4.2.4, an annoted graph permits calculat ion of a percentage

similarity between ver tices of RNA du al graphs.

3.4 Structure Visualization Tools

A number of too ls have been developed which incorp orate many of th e techniques discussed

in this chapter. It is imp ortant to note, however, th at none of these tools incorporates RNA

seconda ry st ructure to pology visualization or visual comparison of RNA secondary struc

tures as demonstrated in jViz.Rna. While the visua lizat ions and capa bilit ies of jViz.Rna

will be discu ssed in detail in Chap. 4, this sect ion compa res j Viz.Rna to ot her existing too ls.
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Tabl e 3.2: Commonly available tools and their plat forms

Linux W ind ows XP Mac OSX Web
jViz.Rna * * *
MFold * * * *
PseudoViewer 3 *
Vienna RNA * * * *
RnaMLView * *
RnaViz * *
XRna * * *

Table 3.3 : Commonly availa ble tools and t heir input file formats

CT Dot PDB RNAML Other BpSeq
Bracket

jViz.Rna * * *
MFold * *
PseudoViewer 3 * *
Vienn a RNA *
Rn aMLView * *
RnaViz *
XRna *
Table 3.4: Commonly available tools and their output file format s

P S SVG PNG J P G GlF BMP P rinter
jViz.Rna * *
MFold * * *
PseudoViewer 3 * *
Vienna RN A * *
Rn aMLView * *
RnaViz *
XRna * *
Table 3.5: Com monly availab le tools and their visual iza tion modes

Classic Circular Linear Mountain Dot Du al
St ructure Feynrnan Feynman P lot P lot Graph

jViz.Rna [94, 93] * * * * *
MFold [10:3] * * *
PseudoViewer 3 [28] *
Vienna RNA [37] * * *
RnaMLView [101] *
RnaViz [73] *
XRna [61] *
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Due to their usefulness in understanding RNA, many tools have bee n developed to visu

alize secondary structure. Som e tools are dated wit h a num ber no longer be ing maintained

[18, 26]. However , there are many new tools available which run on modern operating

sys tems. In t his secti on , we will review in de tail the capabilities of six of the commonly

available tools most sim ilar to jViz.Rna. Table 3.2 provides a summary of the modern op er

ating systems the tools functi on on. T he file formats and visualization techniques sup ported

by each tool ar e summarized in Tables 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5.

There exists a number of tools which provide diverse capabilit ies for visualization of

RNA secondary st ructure, each with its own be nefits . In general, existing tools targe t spe

cific input and output formats , visualization methods, interaction methods, and operat ing

platforms . jViz.Rna combines a numb er of dynamic, int eracti ve visual izat ion an d numerical

techni ques into a sing le package while su pporting a number of common file inpu t and output

formats and maintaining compatibility wit h Linux , OS X, and W ind ows.

There are a number of file formats for encoding the primary, secondary, an d tert iary

structure of RN A. T hese ran ge from files which include the minimum informatio n necessary,

to those that also include a significant am ount of met a-data regarding the sequence. One

of the most common formats is the ConnecT (.ct) format whi ch is output from the mfold

prediction server [103]. A variant of this format is the Base Pair Seq uence (.bpseq) format

which removes some of the funct ionality of the .ct format , bu t requires ha lf the storage

space. Both of these formats list a single nucleotide per line in the file and then include

pairing and other inform ation as space separated values on the same line. An expansion of

the .ct form at is the .ss form at used by XRNA whi ch, along wit h the secondar y struct ure

information , includes the 2D posit ion of each of the nucleo t ides for visualiza tion. Another

common format is the dot bracket format which has a number of variations but commonly

entails the sequence being printed on a single line, wit h the pa iring information being

shown on a second line be low. T wo of the formats that encode more than the sequence and

secondary structure informat ion are the Protein Data Bank (.pdb) , and RN A XML (.rnaml)

formats. T hese formats ar e more complex to read and wr ite than t he previously discussed

formats and may include a signifi cant am ount of information including tertiar y interactions

and wet la b analysis data.

For savi ng the vis ualization, there ar e a numb er of commonly used formats which may be

div ided into two categories. The first category consist s of those which are raster based and

the second cons ists of those which are vector based. Raster formats encode the visualization
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as individual pixels and generally become very pixellated when printed or enlarged on large

screen. Image formats of this type are the Bitmap (.bmp) , Portabl e Net work Gr aphs (.png) ,

Joint Photographic Experts Group (.jpg), and Graphics Interchange Format (.gif ) . Each

one of th ese formats encodes th e image slight ly different ly, bu t t he end result is qui te similar.

Vector based formats encode the visu alization as a series of mathem atical vectors which may

be scaled and st ill maintain crisp edges without pixellation. Common form ats of thi s type

are PostScript (.ps), and Scalable Vector Gr aphics (.svg). A number of tools which do not

provide vector based output , do allow for output to a printer which is typically vect or based

and may be redirected to a PostScript file.

Most visualization tools focus on providing visualization using the classical st ruc ture

technique as shown in Tab. 3.5. Due to th e usefulness of other methods in rapidly analyzing

lar ge and/or pseudokno t ted struc tures , j Viz.Rna includes th ese ot her methods as well as a

numerical analysis component. Support is also provided for a number of common file input

and output formats while main taining compatibility with Linux, OS X, and Windows in

a single application. An early version of j Viz.Rna, which included t he classical st ructure,

linear Feynman , circular Feynman , and dot plot , was discussed in comparison with ot her

tools in [94].

3.4.1 Mfold (Sir Graph)

The mfold [103, 56] visualiza tion to ol is commonly referred to as Sir Graph or as the

mfo ld.uiil softwa re. This tool is used by the mfold webserver (Available at : http ://www .

bioinfo. rpi. edu/applications/mfold) to create classical struct ure (F ig. 3.12) , circular

Feynman (F ig. 3.13), and dot plot views of the structure prediction results. It is also

available as a stand-alone application capable of being used in both commandline and inter

active modes. Unfortunately, this software has many dependencies making the inst allation

non- t rivia l.

3.4.2 PseudoViewer

Pseudo Viewer [28] is an application designed specifica lly to handle pseudoknots in the clas

sical st ru cture representation. In ord er to handle this in a clearer fashi on than previous

techniques, it displays pseudoknots using plan ar gra phs . However , t hese plan ar graphs can

become disorienting to the eye as they break the natural path of the backbone and can
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Figur e 3.12: Classic st ruc ture view of mfo ld predic t ion of Saccharomyces cereoisiae, 5S
rRNA, X67579, 118nt using Sir Graph

Figur e 3.13: Circular Feynman view of mfold prediction of Saccharomyces cereinsuie, 5S
rRNA, X67579, 118nt using Sir Graph
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often exte nd further than necessary. User interaction is permitted to adjust the location,

rotation, and size of loops. This to ol offers allowable input in dot br acket, pair, and PairAn

alyzer formats . Output from this tool was previously limited to the Bitmap (.bmp) format

which is quite restrictive for obtaining high-quality images. Recent updates have included

other formats . This tool relies on the Microsoft .NET Framework and so can only be used

on th e Windows platform. This review of Pseudoview er is based on information from th e

websit e located at http://wilab . inha. ac. kr/pseudoviewer2/ A typical default layout of

a structure is shown in Fig . 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Classic structure view of Saccharom yces cereuisiae, 58 rRNA, X67579 , 118nt
as predicted by RnaPredict and drawn using Pseudo Viewer
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3.4.3 Vienna RNA Package
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First released in Novemb er of 1995, the Vienna RNA package has been steadily updated since

that t ime. The lastest version at the time of this wri ting is 1.6.4 and is impl emented in C for

use in Linu x and has been porte d to Windows. Part of t he package, RnaFold [37] is a web

server based tool which provides visualization output of it s st ruct ure predictions. Each of the

packages used on th e web server are avai lable as standalone tools , with th e most interest ing of

thes e being t he ones for comparing and dr awing RNA secondary stru cture . RNAdistance is

a tool for comparing RNA secondary st ructures and is based on tree editi ng, while RNA plot

draws the classical st ructure . In both of these tools, pseudoknots are not permitted. A

sample of th e output for RNA plot from a predict ion of Saccharo myces cereoisiae, 5S rRNA,

X67579, 118nt made by RNAfoid is shown in Fig. 3.15. Out put is available in PostS crip t

(.ps), Gra ph Meta Language (.gml), Scalab le Vecto r Gra phics (.svg), and the XRNA format .

Figure 3.15: Class ic struc t ure view of Saccharomyces cereoisiae, 58 rRNA, X67579, 118nt
as predicted and drawn using th e Vienn a RNA Package
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3.4.4 RnaMLView
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RnaMLView [101] has been built upon th e secondary structure layout that the Rna View

tool creates . RnaML View adds th e ab ility to ed it t he resul ting structure and to save t he

resulting information into the RnaML file format . This program typically draws structures

wit h many overlapping helices, but also shows tert iary interaction information. Figure 3.16

shows a small structure . RnaMLView has been integrated into a larger package nam ed S2S

[44]' which can be found at http://bioinformatics . or g / S2S/ .

F igure 3.16: A sample classical structure includ ed with the S2S softwa re predicted by mfold
and visua lized using Rno.M].View.

3.4.5 RnaViz

Rna Viz [72, 73] is a powerful and mature classical structure visua liza tion tool, facilita ting the

creation of professional looking, publicat ion sty le dr awings. It does not aim to au tomat ica lly

create an init ial clea r , non-overl apping view of t he structur e, and instead relies on use r

interacti on for layout. The tools provided for layou t ed it ing tend to be more fragile than

those available in ot her tools, sometimes to the extent that t he backbone of the sequen ce

becomes disconn ected, resul ting in a split st ructure which the user must then repair. Figure

3.17 shows the bas ic st ruct ure automat ically created by Rna Viz.
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Figur e 3.17: Classic st ructure view of Saccharomyces cereoisiae, 58 rRNA, X67579, 118nt
as predicted by RnaPredict drawn using Rn aViz

3.4.6 XRna

XRna [61] is a tool for dr awing classical str ucture and is roughly comparable to Rna Viz

in terms of functionality. It supports only its own .xrna file format. Its initial views are

typ ically quite clear and editing structures is reasonably simple. The final dr awing can be

saved in th e jpeg file form at and th ere is the opt ion to print the dr awing allowing for th e

user to configure a generic postscript printer in order to print to a file. A simple st ructure

created using XRNA is shown in Figur e 3.18.

3.4.7 Other Tools

T his secti on introduces other RNA visualizat ion to ols which are geared towards a special

function , commercial products, or are otherwise not available for use. However , the y do

provide related functionality and it is imp or tan t to highlight their features and uses.

Construct

Construct [51] http ://www.biophys.uni-duesseldorf.de/construct3/ is an RNA align

ment editor and consensus struc ture prediction tool. It combines sequence alignment , ther

modynamics, and stat ist ics in a guided pro cess to find a consensus st ructure. In presenting

thi s consensus structure, and the probabilities for certain bond s to form , it uses dot plot s,
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Figure 3.18: Classic structure view of Sa ccharomyces cerevisiae, 5S rRNA, X67579, 118nt
as predicted by RnaPredict draw n using XRna

classical st ructure plots, and circular Feynman diagrams. In t hese plots , th e colour of the

line representing the hydrogen bond is used to indi cate the probability of the bond form

ing. It is imp ortant to note that the classical structure drawings present a sing le poss ible

structure (composed of a subset of the possible hydrogen bonds) at a time while t he circular

Feynman diagram is used to indicate all of the potential hydrogen bonds. As t he visualiza

tion of t his to ol is t ight ly coup led to the consens us prediction portion, it is difficul t to know

if the too l can display pseudoknots or if thi s is ju st a limitation of the prediction component .

For input , all filetypes that can be read by a software library na med readseq [27] a re

used. Outpu t is available through printing to a postscr ipt printer or postscript file which

can then be converted . This software is designed for use on Linux systems and must be

compiled from source on all platforms ot her than Debian Linux.

DotPlot

The name of thi s application is self desc ript ive in that it is used to generate dot plots . As

one of the earliest exa mples of a software too l for gener ating dot plots , it requires a Hewlett

Packard Series 7221 Terminal P lotter, along with oth er specific hard ware to operate. [16]
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Accelrys GCG
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Accelrys GCG is a commercial bioinformatics package consisti ng of more than 140 indi vid

ual applications da t ing back to 1982. The most interesting of these tool s are those which

involve visu alization of RNA secondary structure. Dom es (linear Feynman diagrams ), Cir

cles (circula r Feynman diagram s), M ountain s (mountain plots ), DotPlot (dot plot s), and

Squi ggles (classical st ruct ure) .

Unfortuna tely, due to th e commercial nature of the package, pseudokn ot capability is

difficult to determine. A ccelrys GCG is designed for use on the Linux operat ing syst em.

For more information see http://www .molgen.mpg.de/ -service/scisoft/gcg/gcg9 and

http://www.accelrys.com/products/gcg/ .

loopDloop

Start ing in development in the win ter 1989, loopDloop [26] has been update d through to

Decemb er 1996. Its primary purpose is to displ ay RNA secondary structure using t he

classical st ru ct ure method . It has a number of tool s whereby the displayed st ruct ure can

be manipulated in order to produce an aesthetically pleasing result . However , it has never

been compl eted, and the current re-write of the software for modern operat ing systems is

lacking many of the pre vious features and is noted as being unstable. Pseud oknots are not

visualized.

Input struct ures may be given as .ct files, a variant of dot bracket not ation using brackets

and dashes, or a form at known as t he Olsen format . Ou tput is provided in both ras ter (G IF)

and vect or (postscript and PIeT) formats. T he software is written using J ava, and so is

capable of being run on mod ern operating sys tems.

NavRNA

N avRNA [3, 4] is a very recent application which has two signi ficant unique features. It is

primarily concerned with the display, edit ing, and alignment of RNA secondary struc t ures

using the classical structure visua lization method . The first inte resti ng feature is th at t he

same structure is displayed on mul tiple surfaces at var ying levels of complexity. A detailed

struct ure is presented on a touch sensitive table, while another view of the structure may be

projected on to a screen or a computer display. A PDA may then be used to manage each of

th ese views and organize wh at information is shown where. This provides a. great flexibility
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in dealing with multiple researchers an d interaction wit h the R NA secondary st ruct ure .

Most importan t , however , is the skelet al structure used for layout of the RNA secondary

st ruct ure which allows for pse udoknots and for controlled bending of ste ms and branches in

order to produce an aest hetically pleasing and struct ur ally significant st ru ct ure for better

understanding of the RNA . There is also an allusion to comparison of st ructures, but this is

not discussed in det ail. What is ap pa rent is that the structures are shown side by side and

colour ing of regions on both structures is used to show stat istical similarity between them .

Unfort unate ly, this software has not yet been released and is somew hat spec ialized in its

hardware req uirements. As a resul t , many of its capa bilit ies are not known. However , it is

known that it can han dle at least some types of pseudoknots and is des igned to run on the

Linux platform .

RNAdraw

RNAdmw [57] is a tool designed to draw classical RNA secondary st ructure. It offers tools

to adjust the ini ti ally drawn st ructure, and colour to identify different types of bonds, for

example , GC bonds are red . Deve lopment of t his software ended in 1996 and was designed

for Microsoft W indows 95. P seudokn ot s are not permi t ted to be displayed. One interest ing

feature of this software t hat relates to jViz.Rna is the use of a window for selecting which

stru cture to display out of all of the structures loaded . A simi lar functi on ali ty has been

included in j Viz .Rna as will be seen in Cha p . 4.

RNAFamily

This is an application which specia lizes in displaying linear Feynman diagrams [81]. Mul ti ple

st ruct ures can be loaded and are displayed in a side-by-side view for comparison purposes.

Rather than displ aying multiple lines depicting each bon d of a st em, all of the nucleotides

composing one side of t he stem are combined , and a single arc is used to connect both groups

of nucl eotides. This serves to significant ly reduce the clutter present when displaying lar ge

sequences. Stems can also be selected to displ ay the details of which nucleotid e indices

are involved , an d to highli ght t he paired regions. T his is useful when making comparisons

between similar structures. Pseudoknots are pe rmitted .

Input struct ur es are given using the .ct for mat as well as their .eq defined form at which

appears to be equ ivalen t to the .bpseq format.
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RNAMovies
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RNAMovies [25] is a system for t he visua lization of RNA secondary structure spaces. As

input, it takes multiple sets of secondary structure data for a single sequence and creates an

interpolated animation showing th e gradua l change from one conformation to th e next . It

uses the NA VIE W rout ines for its layout and is capabab le of highlighting, but not displaying,

pseudoknot ted regions.

As a Java application, it is cross-pla tform capable and uses dot bracket file form at

variant s (RN AFoldjVienna) as input.

SStructView

Last updated in 1998, SS truct View is a java applet used for dr awing and interacting wit h

the classical st ructure of RNA. Unfortunately, information about this application is scarce

and its full capabilities are not known.

STRUCTURELAB

Designed as a tool for th e analysis of the structure of RNA, STRUCTURELA B includes a

number of features that provide a broa d range of information. A sui te of tool s exist for the

manipulat ion of sequences and folding of the RNA, as well as too ls for sequence and st ructure

alignment . The intent of the structure analysis tool s is to be able to ana lyse multiple RNA

st ruct ures to find consensus and motif analysis. Visualization tools used for this purpose

include 2D and 3D RNA classical structure drawing, dot plots , and a tool named Stem

Trace. This tool can be used to analyse th e multiple results of a evolutionary algorithm or

the suboptimal foldings from a Dynamic Programming Algori thm. The horizontal ax is of

this plot shows indi vidual generat ions or su boptimal solut ions , while the vertical axis shows

which stems are present in those solut ions. Horizontal stripes show persistence of certain

ste ms across many generat ions .

Last upda te d in 2002, t he software is wri tten in LISP and is no longer widely available.
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Methods and Results

Development of jViz.Rn a began wit h the long term goa ls of the six previously mentioned

object ives. The goa l during development was to crea te a usable system fulfilling a single

objective, and then to add functionality to meet another one of the object ives. In this way,

jViz.Rna would be usabl e as it was being develop ed - a desired situ at ion in our lab, as RNA

seconda ry st ructure predict ion research was proceeding a t the sam e time as the developm ent

of jViz.Rna.

T he first ite ration of jViz.Rna was capable of displaying a single .ct form atted struc

t ure using th e linear Feynman visualization mode. Development following t his first version

included some information on the composition of th e loaded structure , along with the dot

plot visualizat ion mode and th e first version of the force-directed classical structure visual

ization . This early development version of the software can be seen in Fig . 4.1, which shows

two of the visualization modes.

A finalized version of this software, which included the circular Feynman visualization

mode, was pu blished in th e IEEE Tr ansactions on NanoBioscience [94] and posted online

as jViz.Rna 1.0 at http ://jviz .research.iat.sfu .ca on October 24, 2005 for ot her

researchers to use in their work. This release was updated to j Viz.Rna 1.1 on November 7,

2005 after receiving feedb ack on the initial release. T his version of t he software only allowed

visualization of a single struc ture , as the compa rison functionality was not comp leted . Also

in thi s release, the software was updated to run on both J ava 1.4 and 1.5 platform s. St ructure

input formats included: .ct, .bpseq, and .dbn file formats, while outp ut was available in the

.eps and .png image form ats . Four visu alization modes were included: linear Feynman,

circular Feynm an , dot Plot , and the force-directed classical structure plot . Pseud oknots

36
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(b) Linear Fey nm an

Figur e 4.1: Screen shots from an early development version of jViz.Rna showing DA0260
- tRNA, 75nt , [79] in t he classical struct ure and linear Feynman visualization modes. No
anti -a liasing is present and configuration options are minimal.

were supported in all visualization modes. Side panels, which allowed the user to change

the configuration via the GUI were added along wit h help text to assist users in getting

started . Screenshot s of th is version are shown in Fig. 4.2 and the impact of this release is

discussed in Chap. 5.

Since that release, development has progressed on j Viz.Rna 2.0 to include structure

comparisons using the previously included single structure visualization mod es. T his en

hancement was initially designed for t he comparison of two st ructures - a predicted st ruc

ture, and a ta rget structure. However, it was found that this ap proach was not very effect ive
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when tryin g to compare multi ple structur es, as each new structur e had to be loaded indi

vidually, t hereby removing the previously load ed structure . Compa rison between multiple

structur es was somewhat awkward an d slow. To address thi s situation, a structure man

ager was created that permitted mul tiple structures to be loaded at the same time. Loaded

structures could th en be selecte d or de-selected using the GUI interface shown in the upper

left quadran t of Fig. 4.

With the st ruct ure manager in place, it becam e possible to attempt the compari son of

multiple structures simultaneously, In addit ion to this, the numerical ana lysis por tion of the

software has been significantly enhanced to include bar charts compa ring th e composition

of the loaded struct ures as well as an ROC Plot to compare the sensitiv ity and specificity

of mult iple pre dictions . Also, th e dot plot view was enhanced and the new du al graph

visua lization mode was include d .

The resul t is an application which meets the six objecti ves laid out in Chap. 2. Visu

alization of the provid ed RNA secondary structures is carried out at both the base pair

and the topological levels , and comparison between structures is possible. Numeri cal com

parison is also available with graphical plots to assist in understanding the data rap idly.

Pseudoknots are viewable in all visu alizations except for the dual graph , which is capable of

displayin g only the H-type pseudoknot. Throu ghou t developm ent, efforts have bee n made

to maintain the usability of the software and user feedback has played a large ro le in shaping

the applicat ion .
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4.1 Structure Visualization
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There are five different visualization modes for visualization of single st ru ct ures in j Viz.Rna.

This chapter introduces th ese visua lization modes and how t hey are crea ted and mani pulated

in jViz.Rna. As a primary goal of j Viz .Rna is to provide visu alization of pseudoknotted

st ructures , visualization methods that are not capable of displ aying pseu doknots are not

included in the software. Details on how each visua lizatio n handles structural comparison

is included in Cha p. 4.2 . These five visualization modes are summarized in Fig. 4.4 , which

shows the pseudoknotted portion of Turnip Yellow Mosaic Virus (ssRN A, M58309, 86nt)

and are discussed in greater detail in the sections of t his chapter.

Wi th the except ion of the du al graph visualization , the remaining four visualization

modes includ ed in jViz.Rna are capable of dis play ing all ty pes of pseudok nots . T he du al

graph is a special case in that it is cur rently only capable of display ing cert ain types of

pseu doknots. T his chapter describes how jViz.Rna dr aws pseudoknots in each visu alization

and provides examples of different pseudoknot types . An example of a small st ruct ure wit h

a pseudoknot is shown in each of th e five visua lizat ion modes in Fig. 4.4.

4.1.1 Linear Feynman

In jViz.Rna, rather than using a plain horizontal line representing the RNA strand , the

actua l bases in the sequence are used . Bonds between bases are shown solely above t he line

of bases and are 1800 ar cs with vari able height . The height of each arc is proport ional to

the numb er of arcs cont ained between the start and end indi ces of the arc to be dr awn.

Nu mbering of the indi ces of the bases is shown below t he line of bases as in F ig. 4.5(c) .

Although there are no significant technical challenges to consider when adding pseudo

knots to the linear Feynman visualization mode, th ere are a number of met hods that have

been used as show n in Fig. 4.5. To remove some crossings, pseudokn ot s can be displayed

below the nucl eotide sequence as shown in Fi g. 4.5( a). A distinct ion between pseudoknot

ty pes and their visua lization characteristics in the linear Feynm an are t he subject of a

masters thesis published in 1997 [29J . Another method that has been used is to display

pseudoknots as squared loops inst ead of in a rounded style as shown in Fig. 4.5(b). In

jViz.Rna pseud oknots are not t reated any differently from other bonds in t he structure .

The reason for t his is evident when visual comparisons of struct ures are considered . Detail

on visual compar isons in jViz.Rna can be found in Sec. 4.2.2. However, as it is relevant to
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(b) Circular Feynman
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Figure 4.4: jViz.Rna views of th e pseudoknot ted por t ion of Turnip Yellow Mosaic Virus ,
ssRNA, M58309 , 86nt

the discussion here , a short exp lanation will suffi ce.

When compar ing st ruct ures, it is possible tha t the comb inat ion of stems that results in

a pseudoknot in one st ructure may not occur in the other struct ure . It is the combination

of mul t iple st ructural elements in a structure that determines whether a set of bonds is

considered a pseudoknot. In this sit uation, if a pseudoknot were to be drawn different ly

from a regular stem, the compar ison of the two would not be readable as the two elements

would app ear significant ly different when overla id .

An import.ant considerat.ion when drawing the linear Feynm an is determining t he height
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~~~
GGGCGAAUAGUGUCA~AAUCUGGUAGGGAGGGUUCGAGUCCCUCUUUGUCCACCA

(a) Pseudoknots below

~~
G GGC GAA VA GU GU CA GC CGCA GeA CAe CAGAC U U GCAAU(U GG U AG GGAGG GU U C GAG U C ccu c U UUGU ceA cce

(b) Squared Pseudoknots

GG GC GAA VAG U GU CAGe GGGAGCACAC CAGACU UGCAA U CU G GUAGG GAG GG UU CGAG U C C cue u U U GU C CA C C A

o 0 0 l 0 0 ! 0o 1 2 • S 7
1 0 0 0 0 0

(e) Pseudoknots in jViz.Rna 2.0 with numbering
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Figure 4.5: Examples of methods for displaying pseudoknots using the linear Feynman
diagram.

at which to draw the arcs. For non-pseudoknotted structures, this may be accomplished

by counting the number of nucleotides between the two nucleotides to be paired with an

arc. A potential problem with this approach is that if there are few hydrogen bonds in

the structure, there can be a significant amount of empty vertical space between arcs that

connect distant nucleotides. To counteract this, a count of the number of hydrogen bonds

existing between the two nucleotides to be joined can be used. However, pseudoknots

complicate this calculation as they are not contained within other arcs, and instead stretch

from the inner portion of a set of arcs to some external location. jViz.Rna utilizes an O(n)

algorithm shown in Fig. 4.6 to precalculate the depth of all hydrogen bonds in all loaded

structures.
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input: An array of integers X of size n containing values between - 1 and n - 1
describing the connect ivity of th e RN A secondary structure where n is the
number of nucleot ides in the sequence. The valu e - 1 is used to describe no
connection, while all other values describe t he index to which the given
position in the array is pa ired in the RN A seq uence . Each value other than
~ 1 may be used at most once.

b egin
D n <-- 0
LastD = 0
for i = n down to 0 do

if Xi > i t hen

I
D =D +1
D, = LastD - DX i

el se
I o, = LastD

end

en d

en d

Figure 4.6: Helix depth calculation

4.1.2 Circular Feynman
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As can be seen in the preceeding figure, the drawing method used by jViz.Rna has a similar

resul t to that used by mfold. A benefit to the circ ular Feynman over the linear Feynman is

th at the height of the loops does not have to be explicit ly calcu lated. Instead, as the loops

are circu lar and intersect the outer ring at right angles to the tangent of the circle at that

point , the sep aration between the two bases to be connected determines the height of the

loop. A small gap in between the 5' an d 3' ends of the st ra nd form ing the circle help s to

identify the begi nning and end of the seq uence.

As with t he linear Feynman, the circular Feynman can draw pseudoknots wit hou t any

significant modificat ions . However, if there is particular interest in highlighting the presence

of a pseudoknot, two possibiliti es are illust ra ted in F igs. 4.7(a) and 4.7(b). An example of

a pseudoknot dis played in jViz.Rna is shown in F ig. 4.7(c) where t he pseudoknot is shown

in the same fash ion as a regu lar stem. W hile jViz.Rna does not display pseudoknots using

any special techn iques, note t hat th e pseudoknot is st ill ident ifiable due to the crossing of

the bonds as ind icated in F ig. 4.7(c) .

In order to draw an arc (partial circle) between two nucleotides in t he circle graph,
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(a) Pseudok not bonds co mbined (b) Pseudok not bo nds drawn as (c) A pseudoknot as dr aw n in
and dr awn outside of the circle st ra ight lines within t he circle. jViz.Rna
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Figure 4.7: Exam ples of two variants for han dling pseud oknots in t he circular Feynman
along wit h how they are han dled in jViz.Rna

illustrated in Fig. 4.8, the cartes ian location of the two points (P1 and P2 ) to be connected

by arcs must be provided as well as t he center poin t of the circle graph Pg . There are then

three pieces of information th at must be calculat ed to dr aw the parti al circle: the center

point Pc, t he radius T , and the extent 13 to draw from P1 before stopping.

.................
..'.'

/

.........................

Figur e 4.8: Calcul ation of arcs in t he circle graph.

To find Pc, we must first find th e slopes of the ra dial lines from Pg to P1 and P2 in

the following manner Sl ope(PgPi ) = ~iY=~9Y. As lines are perpendicular when the product
~x 9x

of their slopes is -1, we then find the slope of ta ngent: Tangent( PgPi ) = m i = SIOP~~9 Pi )

where m i is shorthand for the slope of the tangent line. If these t angent lines are parallel
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within some E, th ey can be assumed to be parallel, which would resul t in a circle of near

infinite size and so a straight line may instead be dr awn dir ectly between PI and P2 . If th is

is not the case, th e intersection of the two tangent lines must be determined.

Working from the st andard slope-intercept form of y = m x + b, we must first find th e

value of b, or y-intercept , for each tangent line: bi = Piy - (mi * piJ. As the point of

intersection is where th e x ,y value of each tangent line is the same, we may first find the

x co-ordinate by setting the y co-ordinate from tangent line 1 to that of tangent line 2:

ml * PIx + bI = m 2 '" P2x + b2· With some algebra , the x value of the center point (Pcx) is:

Pc =~. The known x value may then be substit uted into either of the tangent line
x m l - m2

equa tions to find th e y value of th e center point : Pey = (mI * PCx ) + bl .

The radius is th en the cartesian distance between Pc and either one of PI or P2 . We can

then use the Cosine Law to find ;3, the angle of extent be tween PI and P2 .

4.1.3 Dot Plot

Historically used for compa rison of multiple st ructures, th e single structure view of the

dot plot in jViz.Rna requi res only the lower tri angle of the n by n matrix where n is the

number of nucleotides in th e RNA sequence. A filled square a t a point (i , j) denot es the

formation of a bond between the i t h and i" nucleotides. As each bond is shown in its

own designated locat ion on t he grid, every possible structural element is visible without

any special considerations required. This propert y makes t he dot plot ideal for display of

complex structures, however, that same property makes it more difficult for the user to see

what structural elements are present. An example of a single structure dot plot in jViz.Rna

is shown in Fig . 4.4(c).

4.1.4 Classical Structure

Existing tools which dr aw the classical st ructure of RNA typ ically use deterministic algo

rithms [77, 59, 7, 2] to determine the layout of th e RNA without pseudoknots. In th e case

of Rn aViz [73], t he placement guidance comes from a skeleton file, which th e user must

have created from a previous, similar , RNA st ructure . The visua lization provided by mfold

[103] is produced using a det erministic algorithm, bu t it cannot draw pseud oknots. Ps eu

doviewer [28] improves on this with specific layouts designed to improve the visualizat ion

of pseudoknots. A different approach is taken by NavRNA [3, 4], which bases its layout
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on a deterministic algorithm but allows for int eractive bending of the RNA on a to uch

sensitive surface which allows participants t o freely mold it. jViz.Rna uses an altern ative

approac h which allows for interact ive manipulation of RNA with pseudoknots as well as a

novel overlay comparison mode which will be discussed in th e section dealing with visual

comparison.

Here, we are concerned with the sp ecialized force-directed placement algori thm used in

jViz.Rna. Force-direct ed graph layout methods have been widely used for graph layou t [6]

and generally consist of two components: a model and an algorithm. The model consi st s of

the physical objects , nucleotid es (vert ices) and bonds (edges), and th e interactions between

these obj ect s. The algor it hm is responsible for findin g an equilibrium state for the mod el.

In t his case, th e mod el does not attempt to replicate the physical properties of t he

hydrogen bonds presen t in th e biomolecule. Rather, a simplified force model, ad ap ted from

t hat out lined in [6], consisting of attractive and repulsive forces is used to layout the gra ph

representing the biomolecule, described as follows.

Each nucleotide becomes a vertex ni (1 :::; i :::; n) and the backbone is formed using

edges b, = iru,n H d such that (1 :::; i :::; n - 1) to connect each node sequent ially. Once

the backbone is created, the hydrogen bonds are added as edges hj = (nk' nl ) such th at

(1 :::; k < I :::; n) with nk and ti; forming a base pair in th e str ucture . The vertices are

modeled as charged particles which repel each other while the edges are modeled as ideal

springs, which serve to pull the vertices togeth er. It should be noted that these springs do

not obey Hooke 's law and as such are not linear. The force on a vertex v then becomes

th e combinat ion of all of the springs acting on th at vertex along with th e repulsion force

be tween the vertex and all ot her vertices:

F (v) = L f rep(u ,v) - L fattr (u ,v) (4.1)
(u,V)EVx V (u,V)EE

where E is th e set of all edges and V is the set of all vertices. The force of th e spring

between vertex u and ver tex v is denoted as f attr (u , v ) and t he repulsion force exerted

on vertex v by vertex tz is denoted as f rep(U, v) . These two forces are dep endent on the

Euclidean distance between vertex positions Pu and Pv, denot ed as d(pu,Pv) where the

position of vertex u is Pu = (xu, Yu). The at tra ctive force in th e x-axis then becomes:

(4.2)
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where krigidity is a constant controlling t he strengt h of th e attraction between nod es.

The greater th e rigidity and distance between nodes, th e greater the force will be between

th em . Similarly, the repulsive force is

Xv - Xu
frep(U, v) = d( )2 * krepulsian (4.3)

Pu ,Pv

where krepu/sian is a constant cont rolling th e strength of the repulsion between nodes.

The greater the distance between nodes, the less the repulsive force act s on them. The

square of th e distance between points is used to help cont rol oscillation and layout of the

graph.

Similar calcul ations are performed for the y axis. Once F(v) , Vv E V has been found , the

vertices can t hen be moved pr opor tionally to th e force acting on them. This implementation

is summarized in Fig. 4.9 with kdamp being some, typically small, constant defining th e

amount of dampening to ap ply. In practice, t his force is calculat ed and applied sep ar ately

for th e X and y dimensions.

while graph in motion do
for v E V do

I
F (v ) = L frep(u , v) - L f att1· (u, v)

(u ,v )EV XV (u,v) EE

end
for v E V do
I Pv +- Pv + (F (v ) * kdamp)

end
end

Figure 4.9: Force-Directed Pl acement

Providing pseudoknot capability in th e classical structure model is typically difficult in

deterministic layout algorithms du e to the complex interactions that can occur be tween

helices in a pseudoknotted st ruc t ure. Typical deterministi c classical structure layout al

gorithms internally represent RNA secondar y st ructures as t rees . When pseudoknots are

added to the structure, cycles can occur within the pseudoknot and between the pseudoknot

and ot her structural elements. Due to the difficul ty in displayin g pseudokn ots, many appli

cations do not allow for visualization of pseudoknotted structures when using the classical

st ructure visu alization mod el.
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There are two notable exceptions in this area with Rna Viz [73] and Pseudo Viewer [28]

both being capable of displ aying pseud oknots in classical st ructure plots. While RnaViz is

capable of displaying pseudoknots, initi al classical structure plots containing pseudoknots

in Rna Viz must be manipulated by the user for legibility. In our exp erimentation this

manipulation tends to disconnect th e st ructural elements, affect ing th e read abili ty and re

liability of the final drawing . Pseudo Viewer has been built specifically for the visualization

of pseudoknots and can create planar drawings of six of the most common pseudoknot typ es

[28]. Typically, th e initial layout is reasonable. However, user modification is benefic ial in

creat ing a well-presented st ruct ur e. T his user interact ion does not disconnect st ruct ural

elements as can occur in Rna Viz. Anot her key difference is that Pseudo Viewer presents

pseudoknots as plan ar graphs without any user interaction. These pseudoknotted regions

are not mod ifiable by the user and can become cumbersome in some structures. Not e the

ar tificially long lines used to represent th e pseudoknot in Fig. 4.10(a ). Ex amples of jViz. Rna

displ aying pseudoknots are given in Fig, 4.4 (d) and Fig. 4.10(b).

By relyin g on it s force-directed layout , the class ical struc ture plot in j Viz .Rna is able to

visu alize all possible types of pseudoknots. However, some overl aps may occur with certain

configurations. As well, all elements of th e structure can be moved in a st ra ight-forwa rd

manner with out disconnection of structural elements. An example of these differences can be

seen in F ig. 4.10. Wi th jViz.Rna (F ig. 4.10(b)), the structure is pr esen ted without overlaps

or ar ti ficially long lines related to th e pseudoknot ted regio n. In ad ditio n, the pseudoknot is

displayed with the same pro portion as the rest of the st ru cture.

An Application Specific Performance Improvement

Of significant note in t hese calculat ions is th at t he calcul ation of f rep(u ,v) is O(n ) for each

vertex, which resul ts in an overall com plexity of O(n2 ) for each t ime step. As expecte d,

t his has a significant effect on pe rformance as the num ber of verti ces in th e graph increas es.

In order to improve efficiency and layou t , several techniques are employed that exploit th e

pr operties of RNA secondary st ru ct ures .

The first improvement over th e naive impl ementation is primaril y intended to imp rove

layout, bu t has the side effect of improving st abilization of the forces in the graph . It is also

a necessary initial st ep in order for fur th er per forman ce enhancements to funct ion wit hout

adversely affecting t he layou t of the st ruc ture. This is accomplished by tak ing care with the

init ial placement of the ver ti ces in 2D space. In a naive impl ementation , vertices may be
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(a) PseudoViewer (b) jViz.Rna

Figure 4.10: jViz.Rna and P seudo Vi ewe-r classic structure view of pseudoknotted region of
Porphura leucosticta Group I intron , AF 342746, 381 nt

placed all in one location and allowed to spread to a stable conformation or may be placed

randomly. These two methods do not exploit any connectivity information in the graph and

thereby result in extra t ime ste ps to find a stable conformation . In addi tion to thi s, these

layouts typi cally have a number of overla pping edges. In orde r to improve this , we ca n lay

out the vert ices in a circ ula r ar rangement with a circum ference C = k * IVI where k: is a

constant describing the ini ti al desired dist ance between vertices. As this method builds an

initial plan ar graph for non pseudoknot ted st ruct ures and each successive time step avoids

creat ing overlaps, this results in st ruc tures with no overla pping edges . In rea lity, du e to

discretizat ion of the force-directed placement and momen tum of no des, it is possibl e to have

overlap in some cases. In the case of pseudoknots, this technique will not necessaril y avoid

overlapping edges, but ty pically the affected region is localized to the pseudoknot and can

be manually repaired . A pot ential improveme nt to this technique would be to lay ou t the

vertices using one of t he existing deterministi c layou t algorithms [59, 2, 7], and then allow
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the force-directed graph to refine this layout and remove any overlapping edges.

In order to address the problem of efficiency in force-directed models, we can exploit

the properties of RNA secondary structures in this implementation. In general, we can say

that the layout of an RNA secondary structure graph is primarily due to local interactions

between near vertices and secondarily due to interactions between distant vertices. Distance

in this scenario is defined as the number of edges in the shortest path between two vertices,

Va and 'Vb, including both base pair edges and backbone edges as viable paths. In other

words, vertices forming a stem are primarily positioned according to other vertices in that

stem. Long distance interactions between stems are only important when one stem collides

with another stem. The objective then is to first position the vertices according to their

local neighbourhood and then take into account global interactions between stems. As

the attractive force is O(n) complexity whereas the repulsive force is O(n2 ) complexity,

our primary focus is therefore on the repulsive force. Rather than calculate the repulsion

between a vertex and all other vertices, we only calculate the repulsion of vertices within a

specified edge distance de of the current vertex. At each time step, we know the movement of

each node in the graph and can then calculate the maximum motion in the graph mmax. The

size of the neighbourhood is then a function of the maximum motion in the last timestep. As

the movement within the graph settles, this linear function can then gradually increase the

size of the local repulsive neighbourhood to eventually include the complete set of vertices.

This allows for rapid initial layout based upon near interactions and then gradual global

refinements as the graph motion decreases. By having this always in effect, when the user

dramatically changes the layout of the graph, it will become more responsive as the local

repulsive neighbourhood will shrink again.

Locality in RNA Secondary Structure

Another benefit of the force-directed placement model is the ability to display only selected

portions of the structure. This allows for the isolation of pseudoknotted regions or other

regions of interest in a large structure. jViz.Rna is equipped with a locality tool which

limits the visibility of vertices at a specified edge distance de from the selected vertex n8 .

A vertex n; is displayed if the shortest path from n 8 to ni is less than or equal to de. For

this calculation, the shortest path can include both base pair edges and backbone edges. In

the case of larger structures, it can be beneficial to limit the viewed nucleotides to just the

region of interest as shown in Fig. 4.11 where only the pseudoknotted region of Hildenbmndia
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Rubra, Gro up I intro n, 16S rRNA, L19345, 543 nt . is shown. T his can also be beneficial for

viewin g st ru ctures in which there are complex int eractions of which only a small portion is

of interest.

u
c

~c c c
\ u

Figure 4.11: jViz.Rna classic st ructure view of pseudoknot ted portion of Hildenbrandia
Rubra Gro up I intron, 16S rRNA, L19345, 543 nt . The shaded vertex indicat es n s with
d = 16

Interactivity

While the force-directed placemen t mod el is effect ive a t minimizing the num ber of overlaps

in th e final st ruct ure, t here are sit ua tions in which overlap can be difficul t to eliminate

automatically. It is in these situations that the interactive capa bility of jViz.Rna is useful.

In order to manually remove overlap , the user can dr ag a nucleotide to the desired location

while the force-directed placement model ensures that th e rest of the struct ure conforms to

the new layout . T his act ion essentially "untwists" the structure and removes the overlap .

Should there st ill be some areas with a complex layout , it is possible to actively shift

th e struct ure such t hat the motion yields a pseudo-3D view. Through this motion , cert ain

nucleot ides move behind other nucleotides and can in fact be shifted in such a way as to

enable viewing of th e complex region. While th is cannot be capt ured in a st ill image, it is

useful in explaining complex int eractions in a mult iuser envi ronment.
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Due to the direct manipulation of the drawing, jViz.Rna. is well suited to a multiuser

environment where any participant can interact with t he visualization to describe a property

of the structure as shown in Fi g. 4.12. Simple touch-screen interaction allows the users to

modi fy the structure intuitively.

Figure 4.12: Interacting with jViz.Rna. on a plasma touch screen display.

4.1.5 Topology

'Whereas the other display methods in jViz.Rna are useful when visualizing t he spec ific

hydrogen bonds pres ent in a structure, the Dual Graph is useful when comparing th e con

nect ivity of st ruct ural elements (helices, hairpin loops, mul ti-branch loops , et c). This is also

known as the topology of the RNA.

Previously introduced in Ch ap. 3, th e RNA du al graph is a graphical representation of an

RNA secondary st ruct ure described in [24] and fur ther explored in [19, 23] for the purposes

of enumerat ing all possible RNA topological motifs. While a t ree based representation was

initi ally pr oposed , it was limited to structures not cont aining pseudoknots. To overcome

th is limitation , they have also proposed the creation of du al graphs which are capable of

representing pseudoknots. In this representation, an edge or vertex can represent possibly

many bases, base pai rs or just a single base. To build a du al graph, a number of rules are

used , as described in [24]:
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1. A vert ex represents a dou ble-stran ded helical ste m.
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2. An edge represents a single st rand that may occur in segments connect ing th e sec

ondary elements (e.g., bulges, loops, j uncti ons, and stems).

3. No representation is required for th e 3' and 5' ends.

There are additional rul es imposed in [24] which spec ify a certain minima for the crea tion

of vertices and edges. As we wish to displ ay the exact structure being analyzed, we have

modified these restricti ons in th e following manner . 'Whereas th e original rules require that

a stem has two or more complementary base pairs, a stem for the purposes of const ructing

a dual graph in jViz.Rna can be any number of any type of base pair present in th e given

struct ure . Likewise, a bulge can have 1 or more un matched nudeotide(s).

'While these rules have been used to create du al gra phs, persona l correspondence with

the authors of [24] indicates th at all such graphs have so far been created by hand. For

our purposes of comparing numerous RNA secondary st ruc t ures, it is necessary to be able

to automatically draw the du al gra ph. The methods presented in t his pap er automate th e

process described in [24, 23]. When dr awing the gra phs resulting from the given rules, there

are a number of factors th at must be taken under consideration .

The first consideration is how the graph is going to ap pear. We have chosen to dr aw

graphs similarly to those shown in [24]. There are three types of dual graphs th at can be

created from an RNA secondary st ructure . These are Tree, Bridge, and Pseudoknot. The

first two of these are composed of th e hairpin loop , bulge, internal loop, mult i-branch loop ,

and bridge st ructura l elements (F ig. 4.13) . Pseudoknots are a special case for th ey present

a num ber of difficulties when attempt ing to dr aw th e dual graph.

Du e to the prevalence of H type pseudoknots [28],[39], j Viz.Rna focuses on drawing

these types. Suppor t for the remaining five pseudoknot types known to exist, as well as the

eight ot her topologically possibl e typ es, is left as a future considera tio n.

An example of a tr ee type dual graph of a 28S rRNA is given in F ig. 4.14. As can be seen

when compared with the classi cal representation, th e dual gra ph simplifi es the structure to

show only the topological information . Also important is that t he layou t of th e dua l graph

closely mimics th at of the classical representation . This similari ty assists in identifyin g and

relating th e various elements of the structure.

An example of a du al graph encompassing both a bridge and an H-typ e pseud oknot can

be seen in Fig. 4.4 (e). The pseudoknot in this gra ph can be clearly seen at th e top of the
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Figure 4.14: jViz.Rna views of Metarhizium anisopliae, 28S rRNA, AF197120, 394nt
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figure. As well, the linearity of the figure is pres erved as opposed to mimicking th e curve

present in the class ical representation (F ig. 4.4(d)). Fu rther examp les of du al graphs are

provided in the discussion of pseudoknots and visu al comparison in Sec. 4.2.2.

T here are three stages used to draw du al graphs in j Viz.Rna. The first stage converts t he

seconda ry st ructure of the RNA int o a du al graph. T he second stage extracts the elemen ts

to be drawn from th e du al graph, and the final stage dr aws those eleme nts.

To ext ract the graph from an RNA secondary st ru cture , the st ru cture is first encoded

as a list of nucleo t ides, in order from the 5' to 3' end. Each nucleotide has an index value

denoting it s pos it ion from t he 5' end , and if it is pa ired , it also has the inde x value of t he

nucleot ide it is paired wit h.

This list of nucleotides is th en t raversed in order using two mu tually recursive funct ions.

One funct ion, Extract Edge , creates edges cor responding to unpaired nucleotides, while

the other , Extract Vertex , cre ates vertices corr esponding to pai red bases. As the unpaired

nucleotides comprising an edge are traversed an d a paired nucleot ide is encountered, control

pas ses to the vertex creat ion funct ion. The ver tex creat ion function then t raverses the

pair ed nucleotides corresponding to a vertex in the dua l graph until an unpaired nucleotide

is encountered. Control then passes back to the edge creat ion function which traverses the

unpaired nucleotides in th e edge through to the next vertex.

To st art, the com plete set of nucleot ides describing the RNA secondary structure is

passed to the Extract Edge function , which creates an edge representing the 5' end of the

dual graph. P rocessing then cont inues on the remaining nucleotides in the st ructure.

These two functi ons are out lined in F ig. 4.15 and Fi g. 4.16.

In order to dr aw t he result ing dua l graphs, we have devised a core data structure known

as a dual graph element (DgEl ement) and two key funct ions . The dual gra ph element data

structure consists of a set of vertices V and a set of edges E. Each vertex v E V must

have at least one edge e E E connected t o it and t he verti ces at t he end points of each edge

must be in V . T he ty pe of element can then be determined by eva luating th e number of

edges and vert ices present in each dua l graph element, which are shown in Fig . 4.13. T he

firs t fun ction , Extract Elements , shown in F ig. 4.17, is a recursive funct ion responsible for

creating du al graph elements from the vertices and edges of the dual graph . T he second

recurs ive funct ion , Draw Elements , is responsible for the layou t of th e previously created

dual graph elements on the drawing canvas.

On ce the dual graph has been extracted from th e RNA secondary structure, the function
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Extract Edge (N1Lcleotide Sta ck N , Vert ex v )
input: A st ack, N, consist ing of th e rem aining nucleotides in the sequence .

The vertex, v, which the new edge to be made is coming from.
begin

create a new Edge obje ct, e, and add v as the vertex th e edge is coming from
while INI > 0 do

pop a nucleotide, 71., from N
if n is part of a base pair then

push n on to N
add the vertex created by Extract Vertex( N,e) to e
return e

else

I
1* For annotation of edges
include n in e

end

end

end

Figure 4.15 : Extraction of dua l gra ph edges from an RNA secondary structure.
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to extr act the elements is then called with th e first vert ex in th e graph v (the vertex closest

to the 5' end ) and th e set to be populat ed with du al graph elements D

(Ext r act Elements(v, D )). The outgoing edges of the vertex are th en analyzed and t ra

versed recursively to add all of th e elements of th e dual gra ph to the set D .

l\tIost important in this function , is the process to determine whet her an edge e should

belong in an exist ing du al graph element d. This is only used when a multi-branch loop

or pseudoknot is encount ered. This aspect may be described th rou gh th e example of a

mul ti-branch loop in Fig. 4.13 where the multi-branch loop is defined by the backbone and

base pairs sur rounding the circular center of th e loop . T his fun ct ion follows that boundar y

around the loop to det ermine if the given edge is a part of that boundary based upon the

vertices and edges cur rent ly present in the dual gra ph element. Once recursion of all edges

is complete, D contains all of the dual graph elements that describe the dual graph.

In order to dr aw the elements, the recursive algorithm (Dr aw Elements (d ,v ,T) ) to draw

dual graph elements requires the dual gra ph element d to be drawn, the vertex in that

element where th e draw point is current ly located , and the current transform ation matrix

T th at describes th at draw point. The goals of the layout algorithm are to make a drawing

which is clear and wit hout overlaps bu t also mimi cs th e shap e of th e clas sical st ruct ure
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Ext r act Vert ex (Nucleotide Stack N, Edge e)
input : A stack, N , consisting of the remaining nucleotides in the sequence.

T he edge, e, which the new vertex to be made is connected to.
A set of all prev iously created vert ices V.

b egin
pop a nucleotide , n , from N, let n' be the nucleotide that is base paired with n
if n ' is part of any ver tex in V then

v t-- the vertex from V containing n'
add e to v
while INI > 0 do

pop a nucleotide , n, from N, let n' be the nucleotide that is base pa ired wit h n
if n' is not part of v t hen

I

pus h n 0 0 to N
add the edge created by Extract Edge (N ,v) to v
return v

else
I include n in v

end
end

else
create a new Vertex obj ect , v, and add e as an edge
append v to V
pop a nucleotide , n, from N
n p t-- n
while IN I > 0 do

pop a nucleotide, n, from N
/* Previous nucleotide, n p , i s used to dete ct zero length edges ,

such as in bulges */
if n is part of a basepair and is adjacent to n p then

I
append n to v
n p t-- n

else

I

push n on to N
add the edge created by Extract Edge(N,v) to v
ret urn v

end
e nd
/ * To handle dangl i ng edges at the 3' end of the s tructure */
add the edge created by Extract Edge (N ,v) to v
return v

end
end

F igure 4.16 : Extraction of d ual grap h vertices from an RN A secondary st r ucture .
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Extract Elements ( Vertex v , Dual Graph E lem ent A rray D )

input : Vertex v consisting of a set of Ou tgoing Edges Eo and a set of incoming
Edges s;

input: A set of dua l graph elements D . Each dual graph element dE D is a data
structure composed of a set of vertices V an d a set of edges E which describes
a single du al graph element as outlined in F ig. 4.13

begin
for each edge e E Eo do

if e is 5' or 3' end then
I discard e

e lse if e is self -loop then
I create a new Element from e and ad d it to D

e lse
for dE D do

if d contains endpoints of e then

I
add e to d
return D

else if e should belong in d then

I

add e to d
recurse Extract Elements (En dpoin t of e , D )

e n d

en d
1* Note that e has not been assigned to any d in D
create a new Element from e and add it to D
rec urse Extract Element s ( E n dpoin t of e, D )

e n d
end

e n d

F igure 4.17: A descr iption of the function used to conver t a d ua l graph describing an
RNA secondary structure into du al graph elements as a prec ursor to drawing the du al
graph.

drawing in order to ass ist in comparisons. Our ap proach makes use of the layout of the

classic al st ructure to guide the positioning of t he vertices in the dual graph. This ap proach

is su mm arized in Fig. 4.18. Starting with the first vertex, rep resenting the stem near est the

5' end, the ver tex is drawn along with the complet e dual graph element that the vertex is

par t of. T he draw point is then moved to the locati on of the nex t vertex in that dual graph

element . In t he case of a bulge or internal loop, the next vertex is directly across the circle

from the cur rent location. In the case of a mult i-branch loop , the locati on of the vertex is
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de termined by the relative position of the corresponding st ems in the classical structur e.

This helps the user to bet ter identify the sa me region in the dual graph and th e classical

st ructure. Once at the new position , the vertex is drawn, and then t he elements containing

that vertex as wel! as all vertices associated with those eleme nts ar e drawn in a continuing

rec urs ive fashion.
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Draw Elements (Dual Graph Element d, Ver tex v, Tran sformat ion Matrix T )
Input : The element d to be drawn
Input : The vertex at which the draw point is current ly located v
Input : T he current 2D t ra nsformat ion mat rix T, initially a 3 x 3 identity matr ix
Input : T he rad ius of elements to be drawn r
begin

Draw the vertex v at th e curre nt location
switch The type of d do

case Bridge
Draw a line of lengt h 2r using T
Translate T by 2r
Find the next element dn to which the remaining vertex Vn in d belongs
recurse Draw Elements (d n ,vn , T)

Translate T by - 2r
end
case Bulge or Internal Loop

Draw a circle of radius r using T
Translate T by 2r
Find the next element dn to which the remainin g vertex V n in d belongs
recurse Draw Elements (d n,vn , T)
Translate T by - 2r

end
case Self-Loop

if v is present in > 2 elements then
I Rotate T 90° CCW

end
Draw loop of rad ius r using T

end
case Multi-branch loop or H- Tupe Pseudoknot

A <-- Relative angles of each v in d using class ical st ructure plot
Draw loop of rad ius r using T
Translate T by r
for v« E d i= v do

Rotate T by A [v] and Translate by r
Find the element dn connected with V n

recurse Draw Elements (d n, vn,T)
Translate T by - r , and rotate by -A[vJ

end
end
otherwise
I Abort drawing - structu re cannot curren tly be drawn

end
end

e nd
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Figure 4.18: A description of the functi on used to layout all of the dual graph elements .
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4.2 Structure Comparison
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Six differen t methods of com pa ring structures are included in jViz.Rna. T hese methods

range from numerica l me asur es and visual base-pair comparisons to topological compar

isons. While the nu merical measures ar e useful when com paring many structures, the more

detailed visual comparisons are suitable for precisely understanding the results of a predic

tion algorithm. T he st ruc tur al element comparisons are useful in determining t he overall

st ructural simi larity be tween st ructures .

The visual base pa ir comparison techniques encompass th e dot plot , linear an d circ u

lar Feynman diagrams, as well as the classica l structure view. The du al graph provi des a

topologica l comparison capability. Of significant importance is t hat each te chniq ue is capa

ble of both comparing two st ru ctures as well as d isplaying pseudoknots. The qua nti tat ive

comparison measures include: base pair counts , spec ificity, sensitivity, an d F-measure.

While the numerical comparison of st ru ctures can help to rapidly find high quality

st ruct ures, visually comparing t he structures helps to show exactly what is different and

how the topology of the predictio n compares with that of t he native structure .

As previously mentioned, ot her tools focus on providing single st ructure viewing , leaving

comparison of structures as an exe rcise for the user. Wit hout ass istance from the visualiza

tion too l, comparing structures can become tedious and prone to error. In order to assist

researchers in comparing st ruct ur es of t he same nucleotide sequence, j Viz.Rn a provides a

unique comparison ability in all of its visu alization modes.

The most straightforward comparison method is to display two structures side by side

with a similar layou t. An extension of t his would be to use coloring or shape to assist

the user in determi ning which base pairs are common betwe en t he t\VO st ructures . This

method is useful for small or perhaps signi ficantly different st ructures as shown in Fig. 4.2.

For brevity here we have chose n to compare the two most popular visualiza t ion methods,

Circu lar Feynman and Class ica l Structure . The same three structures from the num erical

comparison section are used her e to demonst ra te t he differences between numeri cal and

visual comparison. T he native structure of B acteriophage T5 , tRNA, DA0260, 75nt, [79] is

shown in F ig. 4.19(a) and Fig. 4.19 (b ). A pre diction of the structure by the HotKnots [70]

predicti on algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.19(c) an d Fig. 4.19 (d) . F inally, the prediction by

SA RNA-Predict [82] is shown in F igs . 4.19(e) and 4.19(f).

First , we notice that t he HotKnots predict ion, while nu merically a better predict ion, is
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in fact signi ficantly differen t in topology from th e native st ruc ture. This highlights a key

aspect of visual comparison that numerical analysis does not provide. The SARNA-Predict

prediction is of a higher quali ty as it correc tly predicts th e topology.

Fig. 4.2 also highlights the pr oblems with side by side comparison of struct ures . It

can be seen th at the HotKnots predicted struct ur e is significantly different from that of

the native st ruc t ure with an ext ra set of bond s predicted creat ing a pseudok not. 'What is

not imm ediately obvious is t hat HotKnots predicts a GU base pair between the 47t h and

65th nucleotides which is not present in the native structure. Related to this, HotKnots

misses the predicti on of an AU base pai r between t he 7t h and 65th nucleotid es. A similar

case exists when comparing the SA RNA-Predict predictio n in F igs. 4.19(e) and 4.19(f) to

that of the native st ructure in Figs. 4.19(a) and 4.19(b) . In order to find the differences

between t hese two structures it becomes necessary to manually examine every base pair in

both the predicted and native st ru ct ures. For this reason , j Viz.Rna 2.0 employs an overl ay

comparison technique in the Linear Feynman, Circular Feynrn an , and Class ical visualization

modes for compa ring similar structures . The dot plot and du al gra phs employ ot her unique

techniques for making comparisons.

The overl ay comparison technique employed in the Linear Feynman , Circular Feynman ,

Dot P lot , and Classical modes allows for comparison of two str uc tures with the same nu

cleotide sequence. The two st ru ct ures to be compared are shown on the same plot , with

color used to differentiate between structures . Each st ructure is given a uni que color, with

the similarit ies between structures being shown wit h a th ird color.

The overlay comparisons employed in the classical visualization mode are most useful

when comparing sim ilar structures . If the structures are signi ficant ly different , the resulting

visualization can become unreadable. The Linear Feynman , Circular Feynman , and Dot

Plot visualizations are not as susceptible to thi s problem . The Du al Graph comparisons

are not compared using an overlay technique but instead are an annotated side by side

comparison . Each of these techniques is discussed in detail in the following sections .

4 .2 .1 Numerical

jViz.Rna includes the numerical comparison measures discussed in Sec. 3.3.1: True Posi

t ives, False Posit ives, False Negatives, Sensitiv ity, Spec ificity, and F-Meas ure. All of these

measures can be computed and viewed in a simple spreadsheet sty le layout in jViz.Rna 2.0

and can also be saved in CSV (Comma Separated Value ) format that can be imported into
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Figure 4.19: j Viz .Rna side by side views of B acteriophage T5 , tRNA, DA0260, 75nt , [79]
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common spreadsheet applica t ions for further analysis.

In addition to the raw data output , this data is also accessible th rou gh two graphical

plots, each capable of comparing any number of structures. The first plot is a bar chart

comparing the number of base pa irs pre sent along with the number of TP, FP, and FN base

pairs. The second is a scatter plot showing the relationship between th e sensit ivity and

specificity of each st ructure in relation to each ot her and is known as an RO C plot. The

RO C plot is par ticularly helpful when trying to assess which structures , out of many, are

most accurate.

An example of th e bar chart is shown in Fig. 4.20 where DA0260. ct is the native struc

ture of Bacteriophage T5, tRNA, DA0260 , 75nt, [79], DA0260.Jfotknots. c t is a prediction

using the HotKnots [70] algorit hm, and DA0260_SARNA. ct is a pr edicti on usin g a simulated

annealing algorithm known as SA R NA -Predict [82]. In this instan ce, th e HotKnots algo

rithm predicted 6 more base pair s th an exist in the native structure while SARNA-Predict

predicted 5 false posit ives. Of the 27 total pairs predicted by HotKnots, 21 of them actually

do exist, in comparis on to SA RNA-Predict which predicted 22 pairs of which 17 pairs were

correct. With t he HotKnots resul t missing only one base pair (as evidenced by the num

ber of false negatives) and havin g only one greate r false positive than the SA RNA -Predict

predict ion , th ese measures indi cate th at the HotKnots prediction is num erically of a higher

qu ali ty than SA RNA- Predict.

This result is also shown in t he ROC plot which plots sensitivity vs. speci fici ty

(Fig. 4.21). The closer t he predicti on is to the top right comer, t he better the predic

tion. As the native struct ure is our baseline, it occupies th e top right corne r. The closer to

the bottom of the plot a structure is, the fewer correct predicti ons it has. The closer to the

left hand side of the plot , the grea ter the number of false positives it has. As the HotKnots

result is closer t o the top right of the plot , this plot indi cates th at HotKnots is a better

resu lt .

However , t hese two resul ts on ly take int o account th e number of correctly and incorrect ly

predict ed base pair s. They do not take into account the structural layou t that resul ts

from th ese base pairs. As will be shown in the next section , th e HotKnots prediction

is significantly different from th e native st ruc ture while t he SA RNA -Predict prediction is

topologically similar to the native fold, but slightly sh ifted in its predict ed base pairs .
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Figure 4.20: j Viz.Rna 2.0 numerical comparison of Bacteriophage T5, tRNA , DA0260 , 75nt,
[79] . Native stru cture results shown in blue (medium grey ), HotKnots prediction shown
in red (black) , and the SA RNA -Predic t result shown in yellow(light grey). The bas eline
st ru cture to which others are compared is set to th e native structure.

4.2.2 Overlay Comparison

While this technique is most effective when shown using color, a. sample of an overlay

comparison of the same st ruct ures discussed previously is shown in Fig. 4.22. For these

figures, th e native str uct ure is shown in blue, the prediction is shown in red, and the

basepairs common to both structures are shown in green. If printed in black and white ,

th ese colours should t ranslate to medium grey, black, and light grey resp ecti vely. In terms

of numerical comparison, green represents TP, red represents FP, and blue represents FN.

Starting with th e HotKnots prediction, Fi g. 4.22(a) shows t hat there is a pseudoknot

in th e prediction whil e the native structure has none. This is also shown in the classical

visualization in Fig. 4.22(b). Note th at in this visualiza t ion , t he 65th base is conn ected

to the 47th base of the prediction and is also connected to the 7th base of th e native

structure. While a doubly connected base is not possi ble in an RNA, it is possi ble when

two structures are overlaid as each base pairing comes from a different st ructure . The

force-directed layout is what enables th e overlay of any two structures using th e classical
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Figure 4.21: j Viz.Rna 2.0 ROC plot comparison of Bacteriophage T5 , tRNA , DA0260 , 75nt,
[79]. Native st ru cture resul ts shown in blue, HotKnots prediction shown in red , and SARNA
Predict result shown in yellow. The baseline structure to which others are compared is set
to th e native structure. Predicti ons closer to th e top right corner are be tter .

display. From this, we can see th at th e HotKnots prediction used t he uracil in th e 65th base

to create a GU bas e pair as opposed to t he AU base pair pres ent in the native structure.

Comparing this to the SARNA-Predict result shown in Figs. 4.22(c) and 4.22(d) , a very

different pr ediction is apparent. SA R NA -Predict did not predict any pseudoknots, but

instead incorrectl y predict ed a fourth st em. While SARNA-Predict did predict that there

should be a ste m between the 45th and 65th nucl eotides, all of its base pair pr edictions were

shifted by three nucleotides. This is eas ily identified in th e visu alization with overl ay.

4.2.3 Dot Plot

When displaying multiple structures in the dot plot, the upper half of the dot plot matrix is

used to displ ay all of t he st ruc tures being displayed , while the lower half is used to display a

single structure. While the lower st ructure has ty pically been the consensus structure of all

those displ ayed in th e upper half. As j Viz .Rna does not have a consensus structure facility,

the baseline st ructure to which all other st ructures are compared is shown. In the upper
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F igure 4.22 : jViz.Rna overlay views of Ba cteriophage T5 , tRNA, DA0260, 75nt , [791 . Native
struct ure shown in blue, P redict ion (HotKnots or SARNA -Predict) shown in red , common
ality between both structures shown in green.
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ha lf, two techniques are used to convey additional information about the mu lt ip le st ruct ures

bein g compa red .

Fi rs t, size of the dots is used to indicate the num ber of st ruc t ures that contain a certain

base pair. T he greater the number of structures, the larger the dot becomes. The size of

the dot is sca led based on the number of structures load ed so that if all loaded st ru ct ures

contain a specific base pa ir, that dot will be drawn at full size . If only a sing le structure

out of all those loaded has a specific base pair, that dot is shown at 50% of the size of a full

size dot.

In order to convey addit ional informat ion, each dot is a segmented pie wit h one slice

for each structure t hat pre dicts the cor responding base pair. For example, if a base pair is

pred icted in t hree of t he load ed structures , the dot for th at base pa ir will be segmented into

t hree pieces, which each piece a different colour, corresponding to the t hree structur es that

predicted that bas e pair. A sample of this st yle of dot plot is shown in Fig. 4.23.

Segmented colouring, combined with t he size of the dots, makes it easier to visually

see consensus between loaded st ru ct ures and also helps to identify outlier structures whi ch

have very few commonalities wit h the ot her structures being com pared . This cou ld also be

fur ther deve loped as visual consensus structure tool.

4.2.4 Dual Graph

Whereas the other display me thods in j Viz.Rna 2.0 are useful when comparing the specific

base pairs common between two structures , the dua l graph is useful when comparing the

connect ivity of structural elements within structures, also known as the topology of t he

RNA. Unfortunately, encoding RNA structure in a dua l graph resul ts in a sign ificant amount

of biological data being lost. To counter th is, [45] added lab els to the dual graphs and used

the te rm Labeled Dual Graphs (LDGs) . W hile we do not label our dual graphs in t he same

manner , we do keep track of whi ch segment of the RN A is represented by which vertex. We

can then use this inform ation to directly show which vertices between t he two graphs are

similar . Rather th an create an overlay in t he du al graph , coloured lines are used to indicat e

which vertices are sim ilar to each ot her. The darker the line, the greater the simi lar ity. As

vertices in different structures can share bases and base pairs it is poss ible to have multiple

comparison lines connecting to a single vertex.

For example, in F ig. 4.24(a) we can see the dual graph for the native structure of

Haloarcula marismortui (5S RNA, AF034620, 122nt ) and for a predict ion using t he same
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sequence in RnaPredict . As in th e previous examples, the native st ructure is shown in blue,

the predicted structure is shown in red , and the comparison lines are drawn in green with

varied brightness. T he first thing to not ice is that there are two extra helices present in

the prediction t hat are not present in the native struct ure. The two extra helices which do

not correlate to the native structure in any way are evident through their complete lack of

any comparison lines. T he remainder of the vert ices are matched with their correspon ding

vertices in the native structure.

(a) Dual Graph

(b) Classical Structure

Figure 4.24: j Viz.Rna views of Haloarcula marismortui; 58 rRNA, AF 034620, 122nt.



Chapter 5

Impact

As jViz.Rna is intended to assist with RNA structure prediction resear ch, it is useful to

assess its impact in the resear ch community. A brief timeline of jViz.Rna summarized

from Chap . 4 is helpful in understanding what functionality was ava ilable at what time.

T he first journ al paper describ ing j Viz.Rna [94] was published in September of 2005. This

version of the software (jViz.Rn a 1.0 displ ayed single st ructure s in the Linear Graph, Cir

cular Graph, Dot Pl ot, and Class ica l Structure modes. As no website was available at the

tim e, interested readers of the pap er were asked to contact us throu gh email for a copy

of the software. Following this, the initia l release of the softwar e was published online at

http ://jviz.research.iat.siu . ca in October of 2005. Aft er rece ipt of user feedback,

an improved version including pseudoknot capability, improved performan ce, inline help ,

and configurat ion GUI elements was post ed on the website as jViz.Rna 1.1 in November of

2005. Images of po rtions of this webs ite may be seen in Fig. 5.1. The website was included

in t he Google, Ask Jeeves, and P icSear ch indi ces in J anuary of 2006. A paper describing

jViz.Rn a 1.1 [93] was published at the 19th IEEE Internation al Symposium on Computer

Based Medical Sys tems in June of 2006. T his paper included t he URL of the website and

help ed to increase the spread of the software . At the time of writing, j Viz.Rna 2.0 which is

described in this thesis has not yet been published, however a new website has been devel

oped with exce rpts shown in Fig. 5.2. However, jViz.Rna 2.0 has been dist ributed through

email tovarious users who havecontac ted us regarding j Viz.Rna l .x. T his cha pte r aims to

ana lyse and highli ght some of the importan t developments in the distribution and usage of

jViz.Rna 1.x within the research community.

Two software pac kages , Advan ced Web Stat ist ics 6.5, and Google An alytics have been

72
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used to compi le anony mous stat ist ics for users of the website. The figures presented here

have been obt ained from t hese two packages. We have found that between October 2005

and May 2007, there were 1002 un ique visitors to the website. A unique visitor is defined

as a unique IP address th a t has never visited the site before. Mul ti ple visit s from the same

IP address over th is time period are counted as a single, unique IP. Note th a t du e to IP

masquerading, in some cases all computers at a single locat ion may be logged as the sam e

IP , red ucing the number of unique visits. T his means th at ap proxi mate ly 1000 people, and

likely more, have visit ed the website in t his time. A monthly summary of the number of

visitors is shown in Fig. 5.3. Of these visits , 484 of them originated within the Americas, 39;3

from Europe, 112 from Asia , 7 from Ocea nia , and 5 from Africa. On average, visitors spent 4

minu tes and 30 secon ds browsing the site with visitors from the Americas spending the leas t

am ount of time at 2 min utes 45 seconds an d visitors from Europe spe nding approximately

7 minutes and 15 seconds.
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Fi gure 5.3: Monthly unique visits to the j Viz.Rna website.
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The total number of downloads result ing from th ese visits is a lit tle more difficult to

determine as j Viz.Rna is distributed in two different ways. The first , mor e traditional

method, allows th e user to download th e executable Java .Iar file to t heir desktop . They can

then run thi s as many times as they like without any information bein g logged on the jviz

website. However , jViz.Rna is also distributed as a J ava Webs tart Appli cation which allows

the user to start the application by clicking on a link on the websit e. They can also downlo ad

this short cut to the application which downloads the software from th e website and checks

for new versions of the softwa re every t ime it is run. As it is automatica lly updating, t he

Java Webstart Application is th e preferred me thod for people to use the software . From the

website statistics, we find th at th e executable jar file has been download ed 855 tim es and that

the Java Webstart Application has been used 1364 tim es. As there are approximately 1000

unique visits to th e website, it is clear t hen that a number of users have used the application

multiple times. As for the 855 downloads of the executable jar file, it is impossible to know

how many times t hey have been used .

In regards to future developm ent and testing, it is helpful to know th e operat ing system ,

browser type, screen resolut ion, and whether or not th e typical user interested in j Viz.Rna

has J ava installed. For these results, the Google Analytics software package was used .

Unfortunately, data from this software is only available since J anu ary 2006 and so did not

register all site visits. We find that th e maj ority of users connect to the website wit h Intern et

Explorer on 'Windows with the second largest group using Firefox on Windows and the thi rd

largest group using Firefox on Linux. The details and remainder of browsers and opera t ing

systems are shown in Fig. 5.4. The screen resolut ion of users is also critically important for

a visualization applica t ion. With knowledge of t he typical and minimum screen resolu tions

the applicat ion can be tweaked to perform optimally with the most common resolutions.

The majority of users have displ ays running at 1280x1024 (typ ically 17" or 19" displays)

with the second most common resolution being 1024x768 (typica lly a 17" or smaller display).

Fortunately, 1024x768 is also the smallest resolution frequently used to visit th e site. The

smallest resolu tion used was 800x600 with 20 visits. The usage of widescreen high resolution

displ ays is increasing with 287 (31%) users having eit her du al screens or other high resolution

displays. In terms of the prevalence of Java, 93% of users have it installed, wit h 7% of users

not having Java installed.

P rior to pu blishing t he websit e and even afte r the website had been published , users

have been emailing us regarding the software. In to t al, eighteen researchers have contacted
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Browser/OS Usage
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Fig ure 5.4: Operating System and browser usage of visitors to the j Viz .Rna webs ite .

us regarding the software from at least fifteen different identified universities in the USA

and Eur ope . While some have questions regarding the file formats or methods used in the

software, ot hers propose improvements or provide bug reports. Most interesting are the four

cases where users have requested the source code for incl usion in their own research projects.

Of these four , one has been part icularl y interesting due to the enthusiasm and feedback I have

received . The project he is developing is using mul ti ple stochastic context-free grammars

for RNA secondary st ruct ure pseudoknot predict ion . Afte r t rying t he tool, he approached

me rega rding integrating t he tool into his pr ediction framework to visualize the results.

Another pr oject wanted to integrate j Viz .Rna in to a pattern search and seq uence-structure

alignment tool. One other pr oject that wished to integrate j Viz.R na into a project that

deals with visualization and interacti ve manipulation of RNA evolution. One encouraging

email was from a user that wanted to slight ly modify the appearance of cert ain portions of

jViz. Rna. A portion of his email is included here wit h permission.

'Thank you very much for t he source code. I'm definitely interested to know

about any changes you 'll be making for future versions.
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Right now I do some computational work with tRNA, but soon I hope to

move on to the ribosome. My lab's pretty into structural bioinformatics so we

like painting structural pictures with conservation information. Also, we do some

molecular dynamics and are interested in changes in RNA basepairing over time.

Since you've tried out a lot of other RNA secondary structure drawing tools,

you know how unweildy they are. I need a tool to do fast layout of new structures,

and the others just weren't cutting it. As an undergraduate, I was in Robin

Gutell's lab (I saw you got your sample data from his site), and they use XRNA,

but that takes forever.

I also work on the MultiSeq bioinformatics plugin to VMD (http://www .

scs.uiuc.edu/-schulten/multiseq/). At some point in the future, it might

be cool to incorporate jViz.Rna into VMD as a plugin. RNA research is getting

pretty hot right now, and people are definitely going to need good secondary

structure tools.

Anyway, I'll let you know of any changes I make. They'll most likely involve

things like coloring or increasing the thickness of basepairing lines or nucleotide

characters. '
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The most significant feedback with numerous ideas for future work to date is an email re

ceived in June of 2007 from Dr. Zuker, a leading researcher in the RNA secondary structure

prediction field with his software, mfold [103, 56J and, more recently, UNAFold [55]. The

primary interest of Dr. Zuker in jViz.Rna 1.1 lies in the area of secondary structure plots

and specifically in the display of 3D information in the 2D plot along with potential methods

for creating better looking non-overlapping structures. Although there are numerous sugges

tions, the ones that I had not considered before are the most interesting to me. One of these

ideas is to add support for reading and writing the .ss file format used by XRNA. This file

format includes (x,y) position values for each nucleotide and so would enable structures laid

out in XRNA to be modified by j Viz.Rna and vice versa. Another suggestion is to modify

the force-directed placement model to include z axis movement to enable better display of

pseudoknotted structures. In terms of improving the layout of structures, he mentioned the

frequently commented 'wobbly' structure problem with the force-directed placement model,

but also suggested using the linear plot with overlapping helices flipped up or down for

initial layout of the nucleotides. This correspondance has raised a number of new directions

of research for jViz.Rna, including the possibility of adding invisible attractive forces in the
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structure plot which would better place helices which are near in space and which helices

stack co-axially.

In each of these cases it has been very helpful to my research to learn what aspects of

the software are of interest to users and what aspects need to be improved to enable more

widespread usage. The following list summarizes the feedback I have received so far. Please

note that these comments are from the jViz.Rna L.« versions and so did not include the

dual graph or structure comparison capabilities.

File Conversion A number of people have requested the ability to convert between differ

ent RNA structure formats such as .ct .bpseq and dot bracket notation. In this same

vein, it would seem that more documentation describing the formats would be useful

for users who are new to the field.

Several Structures There were a few people who wanted to be able to visualize multiple

structures and one who even suggested to overlay two structures in the circle graph.

Batch Processing The early versions of jViz.Rna had rudimentary support for comman

dline options to be used when batch processing, and we have received requests high

lighting problems with this function as well as requests for greater functionality from

the commandline.

Methods and Algorithms There were two requests for further information regarding the

algorithms used in jViz.Rna - specifically for the force-directed display of the classical

structure.

Colouring One researched specifically asked for the ability to colour the nucleotides and

hydrogen bonds based on what type of nucleotide or hydrogen bond was displayed.

For future versions of jViz.Rna, the use of colouring may not be feasible due to the use

of colouring in showing comparison, however, shapes may be used to identify different

types of bonds and nucleotides.

Scalable Vector Graphics Output One request was received for Scalable Vector Graph

ics (SVG) output in addition to the current EPS output functionality. This is an open

XML standard for vector graphics which is rapidly gaining popularity. A preliminary

version of the software with this capability was released, but it has not been integrated

into jViz.Rna 2.0.
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Long RNAs A drawback of the force-directed placement used in the classical structure

is the lack of performance when dealing with large structures. Due to the feedback

received in regard to this problem, a preliminary solution exploiting the typical graph

connectivity of RNA has been integrated into jViz.Rna 2.0.

Library One of the suggestions was that jViz.Rna be split into two projects - one designed

for use as a component integrated into another project and one designed as a stand

alone application. A small test of using the components of jViz.Rna separate from the

stand along application showed that the functionality of jViz.Rna can be integrated

into another application in as little as 60 lines of code.

Dot Bracket Notation Compatability A number of users have had problems with dif

ferent types of dot bracket notation. Some more work is required in this area to include

all possible mutations of this format.

Wobbly Classical Structure As a side effect of using force-directed placement for the

classical structure, the resulting drawing does not have straight, parallel stems. This

'wobbliness' is quite different from traditional tools and is a cause of concern for some

users. Solutions to this problem are discussed in the Future Work.
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Discussion and Future Work

As with all projects, there is always existing functionality that can be improved and new

functionality to research and implement. This chapter highlights the possible improvements

that are the most interesting, significant, and useful. The possible areas of future work listed

here may be roughly grouped into five categories: file input/output, interface and usability,

improvements for particular visualization methods, and finally, significant new functionality

that would require new research.

6.1 Interface and Usability

These improvements are primarily concerned with the GUI elements of the application

and how the user interacts with and controls the applicaiton. While the current version of

jViz.Rna is intended to be easy to use, small enhancements have a dramatic effect on overall

usefullness. The four main graphical components in jViz.Rna are the Structure Selection

Manager, the Visualization Configuration, the Visualization, and the Help Text as shown

in Fig. 6.1.

While the current layout of jViz.Rna appeals to myself as the author of the tool, it

would be nice to allow for flexibility in the layout. As in many popular applications, a

nice addition to jViz.Rna would be to include the ability to move the different panels to

whatever location the user chooses, or allow them to separate them from the main interface

and use them as a floating panel that could be placed on a second display, allowing full

screen visualization on their main display.

The current method of selecting which structure to display requires the user to select
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I Menu Bar

Structure Visualization Help Text
Selection
Manager

Visualization
Configuration

Figure 6.1: The layout of the five main components of the j Viz.Rna interface.
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the checkboxes which correspond to the desired structure. In certain visualization modes,

the maximum number of viewable structures is limited and this limitation is enforced by

automatically deselecting a selected structure if too many structures are selected by the user.

This automatic removal can become unwieldy and deselect the incorrect structure when a

user would like to compare multiple predicted structures to a single native structure. To

solve this, a locking mechanism could be implemented which would allow a user to select a

baseline structure in the structure manager as opposed to in the individual visualizations.

This would effectively lock the structure making it always visible.

Another problem with the current selection mechanism is that either all bonds in a

structure are displayed or none at all. In many cases, it may be desirable to compare two

structures which are quite dissimilar. In the classical structure view, this results in an

unreadable structure. For this scenario, it would be useful to have the option of showing

all bonds in one structure completely, while the second structure is limited to showing only

the bonds that are the same in both structures. This would result in a drawing similar

to that shown in Fig. 3.8. This would enable comparisons between dissimilar structures

which would still show the correctly predicted bases, but not the incorrectly predicted ones.

This could be implemented as a multi-state checkbox instead of the current binary state

implementation.
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Another area of improvement in the user interface concerns the configuration and zoom

ing controls. The current configuration controls rely heavily on sliders, which take a signifi

cant amount of screen space and are difficult to tell apart. There is also no standardization

of controls across visualization modes with some modes having a scroll bar as a zoom control

within the visualization itself to others requiring the manipulation of two separate controls

to acheive a zooming effect. Standardization of the visualization controls, as well as a suit

able replacement widget for the slider control, would significantly reduce the learning curve

and the quantity of help documentation required.

On the topic of help documentation, while some documentation is currently included

within the tool, it is purely textual, making some topics difficult to explain. It would be

helpful to be able to include images in this documentation in a similar format to that shown

on the quick start page of the new website shown in Fig. 5.2(b).

The current implementation of jViz.Rna is stateless between sessions, always starting

with a clean slate. If the user tends to keep all of their structure data in a specific directory,

or always saves the visualizations to the EPS format, that information is not saved. Nor

are their visualization preferences for colours and thickness of lines saved. A user preference

component would manage all of this information and possibly others, making successive

uses of the tool faster for the user as they would not have to re-configure the application to

their liking every time they start it.

A function which is present in many other tools, but not yet present in jViz.Rna is the

ability to annotate the visualizations with custom labels or to highlight specific nucleotides

or structural elements. A method for doing this in jViz.Rna would increase the usefulness

and convenience of using the tool as opposed to requiring the user to use a third party

graphics package to annotate the visualizations. This could be difficult to implement in a

generic enough manner that it could be used in all visualization modes.

Of course, with each of these ideas, care must be taken to not overwhelm and confuse the

user with too many options and controls. In each improvement, thought must be given to

how best to implement the functionality. A possible method for working around this problem

is to provide two interfaces - one which includes only the basic functionality, and another

that includes the more advanced/complex functionality. In this way a user could move to

the advanced interface once they have become comfortable with the basic functionality of

the software.
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6.2 File Input/Output
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There are a number of differing and poorly defined RNA structure data formats. Up to this

point, jViz.Rna has implemented those that are most common in an effort to provide some

flexibility. It would be ideal if j Viz.Rna could make use of all the formats available - including

those that contain three dimensional data from which the two dimensional connectivity could

be obtained. Also, as suggested in user feedback, the inclusion of files that include coordinate

data could be used to provide an initial layout of the RNA in the classical structure mode

and could also store the resulting layout from jViz.Rna for display in other applications or

to avoid having to re-calculate a previously loaded file. Support should also be included for

other RNA secondary structure formats such as the Vienna RNA Fasta format which is a

variant of the dot bracket format.

In regards to graphical output, the current selection of PNG and EPS files could be

expanded to include PDF and SVG file formats. Both of these formats are vector based

formats which preserve image quality. The PDF format is valuable as it is a widely used

format that almost everyone can view. The EPS format requires specialized viewers which

are not as widespread. The SVG format is interesting as it is XML based and so can be

manipulated by a custom application for batch processing or other purposes. There are also

a few good open source tools available for manipulating SVG files which allows for greater

flexibility for modification and annotation of the jViz.Rna results.

An additional consideration should be made for the export of SVG formatted files which

contain connectors as opposed to just lines connecting bases. The difference between a

connector and a line is that a line has a fixed location whereas a connector is a line between

two objects that will change its location and size based on the location of the two objects

it is connecting. Exporting the classical structure in this way would enable users to further

configure the layout of the structure in a drawing application without the base pairs bonds

and backbone becoming disconnected from the nucleotides as they are re-arranged.

6.3 Improvements for Specific Visualization Modes

While the previous improvements are user interface related and applicable to all current

and potential future visualizations, the following improvements are specific to the individ

ual visualization modes. Typically these are small evolutionary improvements, but some
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are significantly more substational and would require a great deal of effort to implement

effectively.

6.3.1 Linear Feynman

A significant visual improvement to the linear graph would be the integration of the linear

graph drawing technique used by RNAFamily and discussed in Sec. 3.4.7. Of course the

ideal result would be to directly integrate their drawing algorithm from their source code

with their permission. An additional enhancement could be to correlate the thickness of

the combined arc to the number of hydrogen bonds it represents. Perhaps this could be

implemented as a separate drawing method, maintaining the current method for those who

prefer to view each hydrogen bond, or implemented as an option that could be turned on

or off. As well, effort could be placed on improving the labelling and annotation aspects of

this visualization mode.

6.3.2 Circular Feynman

The potential areas for improvement of the circle graph are similar to those for the linear

graph. A bond grouping mechanism similar to that shown in RNAFamily and discussed

in Sec. 3.4.7 could be very beneficial in reducing the number of arcs shown in the graph

when significantly dissimilar structures are displayed. Aside from this, there are no other

significant improvements to currently pursue.

6.3.3 Dot Plot

Other than graphical enhancements to the dot plot, making it easier to read and understand,

there are few major functionality improvements to be considered in the near term. The most

useful potential improvement would be to introduce an interactive aspect to the dot plot.

One possiblity would be to include an information panel that would provide more details

of the dot currently under the mouse cursor. This would help in larger dot plots which can

become difficult to read details from. Perhaps the user could be assisted in creating their

own consensus structure from the comparison of multiple structures in the upper half of

the dot plot. While these interactive capabilities are not useful in publications, they have

potential for usefullness in allowing researchers to more rapidly analyse RN As.
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6.3.4 Classical Structure
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The current implementation of the classical structure plot in jViz.Rna has only begun to

explore the possibilities of the force-directed placement model. There are numerous areas

for improvement as well as investigation of new visualization techniques and methods.

As mentioned in Chap. 5, users of the software have mentioned the 'wobbliness' of the

classical structure layout due to the force-directed placement. This has been a concern since

the application was first developed and indeed was the primary concern of a fellow researcher

in the lab. There are currently three methods that have been proposed for dealing with this

problem. The first, more difficult, and potentially more disruptive method is to model

stems as single objects, leaving unpaired regions to bend to accomodate the solid stems.

The implementation of this approach in the current model would be very drastic and the

result may not function in the intended manner. The second approach is to construct a new

type of edge with unique properties for experimental purposes. The primary property of

the edge would be to make it a fixed length. This fixed length edge to represent hydrogen

bonds would ensure that all bonds looked similar. The second property to experiment with

would be the angle at which the edge is allowed to meet with other edges. For example, an

edge may only be allowed to meet with two other edges at a right angle. Or perhaps an edge

would be required to have the same slope as another edge adjacent to it. Using these types

of edges as the backbone of stems would ensure that stems would be rigid and parallel. To

avoid problems of excessive rigidity, the edges could be allowed some user modifiable level of

constrained flexibility, maintaining a near rigid and parallel state while still allowing some

bending and twisting. As a secondary improvement, these stems could be partially excluded

from the force calculations, improving performance for large sequences.

There are also a number of potential improvements to consider to directly improve the

efficiency of the force-directed classical structure. While the current technique for enhancing

the performance shows significant improvement, further optimizations are possible. Whereas

the current neighbourhood size is increased or decreased linearly, an improved function to

more smoothly and gradually grow and shrink the repulsion neighbourhood would improve

both performance and user interactivity, Another improvement would be to estimate what

the contribution of a group of distant nucleotides may be to a nucleotide rather than just

counting or discounting them. In this scheme, perhaps the contribution of distant nodes

could be calculated once every 10 or more ticks and then cached without the need to compute
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them every tick. Or, instead of calculating edge distance, use cartesian distance to determine

the node neighbourhood.

As significant movement is required to move the nucleotides from their original circular

layout, a deterministic layout method could be used initially to calculate a rough positioning

of nucleotides and then activate the force-directed placement model for final layout and

user interaction. A good way to try this approach and improve interoperability with other

applications would be to adopt the .xrna file format used by XRNA which encodes x,y

positions for each nucleotide in the structure. Saving to this format would also enable

jViz.Rna layouts to be edited and annotated in XRNA.

One suggestion by a user of the software is to incorporate 3D placement of nucleotides,

allowing the user to shift nucleotides in the Z axis in order to better enable viewing of

pseudoknots that are challenging or impossible to display in a planar graph. An extension

of this would be to design it such that tertiary interactions such as coaxial stacking could

also be incorporated into the display This would open up a whole new way of visualizing

RNA structures as prediction and analysis research becomes more capable of working with

tertiary structure interactions.

6.3.5 Dual Graph

The primary focus for future work in the dual graph should be in the display of more pseu

doknot types. While the current implementation provides some capability for pseudoknots,

it is not robust enough to handle the many variations of possible pseudoknot types. Signif

icant new research into representation and layout of these additional pseudoknot types is

required. In addition to this work, more work could be done with the comparison aspect

of dual graphs. Rather than a side-by-side annotated comparison, an overlay comparison

could be effective. This was attempted using a force-directed placement model but would

require new placement algorithms to better show the differences between graphs.

6.3.6 Statistics

While the sensitivity and specificity measures are included in jViz.Rna, a number of alter

native comparison metrics have been proposed. Ideally for j Viz.Rna, metrics should include

pseudoknots. While this removes all tree based metrics from consideration, graph based

edit distance could still be used.
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In addition to structural metrics, thermodynamic calculations could also be useful in

comparing structures. It may be interesting to see the correlation between shape and energy

or to compare differing predictions and finding that the most correct structure is not the

lowest energy, but has other properties that justify a high energy calculation. For this to

be successful, multiple energy models would have to be implemented, with the possibility

of including more models as thermodynamics research progresses.

6.4 Improvements Across Visualizations and New Directions

While the previously discussed areas of future work all build upon the existing functionality

of the software, the following areas for improvement suggest completely new features that

may be useful to some researchers.

A prediction component would be a useful addition to the tool for researchers that fre

quently make use of such tools and then receive the results electronically. Such a component

could potentially permit the implementation of prediction algorithms in jViz.Rna itself, or

to send the sequence to a prediction server and automatically display the results within

jViz.Rna for further analysis. In this way predictions from multiple prediction algorithms

could easily be compared to one another to determine the validity or consensus between the

predictions.

Currently, most visualization modes allow the comparison of two structures. Initial

research was performed on the possibility of comparing more than two structures at a time

with one significant outcome. When comparing two structures, the overlap may be shown

by a third colour. When comparing three structures, seven colours would be required to

show every possible combination of overlapping bonds. This is not practical and rapidly

grows as the number of structures to be compared increases. Potential solutions are to

employ lines with multi-coloured stripes or to segment lines into multiple colour segments.

Neither of these techniques lend themselves well to rapid comparison of structures. Perhaps

a side-by-side comparison and overlap hybrid would be able to show more information in a

more readable manner.

When comparing structures, colour is used to denote which bonds belong to which

structure. The problem with this is that colour can no longer be used to denote other

information such as pseudoknots or bond type. One possible way to enable visualization of

bond types or the presence of pseudoknots, is the use of symbols. Whether placed in a gap
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of the bond or drawn in a different colour on top of the bond, this may be an effective means

of communicating this information. Another possibility would be to apply different textures

to the bonds or to include a coloured stripe on the bond. However, these techniques may

not be as easily recognizable.

Another new feature that would be nice to implement across all visualization modes

would be the ability to select a stem or nucleotide which would be highlighted in every

other visualization mode. In this way, an interesting structural element in one visualization

could be selected and then easily seen in another visualization method without having to

find it again. This would exploit the multi-visualization capability of jViz.Rna allowing

the user to use multiple modes to better understand the RN A(s) under investigation. As a

further extension to this, and the previous concept of allowing the user to customize the GUI

is to enable the user to select which visualizations they would like to display simultaneously

side by side. The current dual graph implementation is a specific example of this, showing

the classical structure and the dual graph side by side.

A completely new feature which diverges somewhat from the objectives of jViz.Rna is

to implement a structure drawing component. This would enable the user to drag bonds

from one nucleotide to another to create their own structure. This could also be used to

edit a prediction based on expert knowledge to create a new structure file.
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Conclusion

jViz.Rna includes a number of features to assist in the visualization and comparison of

RNA secondary structures. The methods presented here, along with their implementation

in a single tool, offer five significant improvements over existing tools for analysis of RNA

secondary structure predictions - choice of visualization method, force-directed placement for

classical structure visualization, dual graph visualization, visual comparison by overlaying

structures, and numerical comparison of structures.

The implementation of five different visualization methods along with a numerical analy

sis capability in a single multi-platform tool offers a great degree of flexibility for algorithms

researchers seeking to better understand their prediction results and prediction algorithm

behaviour. These five visualization modes are the linear Feynman, circular Feynman, dot

plot, classical structure, and the dual graph. Each of these modes are configurable to ac

commodate the size of sequence to be shown.

The linear Feynman diagram displays the RNA sequence on a horizontal line and repre

sents base pairs as arcs drawn above the line connecting two bases. The circular Feynman

diagram displays the RNA sequence as a circle and represents base pairs as arcs drawn

across the circle connecting two bases. The dot plot consists of an n * n matrix where n is

the length of the sequence and the sequence is shown on both the x and y axes. A dot is

drawn at the intersection of two bases where a base pair occurs. As the bottom left triangle

of the matrix is redundant with respect to the top right half of the matrix, these two halves

may be used to display different structures or to compare many structures.

The classical structure mode is unique in that it makes use of a force-directed placement

model to find a layout with few, if any, overlaps. The use of a force-directed placement
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model also enables the visualization of any type of pseudoknot, without the need for spe

cialized algorithms for each pseudoknot type. In addition, the force-directed placement

model enables direct manipulation of the layout of the structure, allowing the user to drag

the elements of the structure to the desired position. Two significant advancements have

been made in this application of a force-directed placement model to improve layout and

performance. To improve the initial layout of the structure, bases are initially placed in

a circle and then allowed to be pulled to a stable conformation by the attractive forces.

To improve the computational performance of the force model, a local neighbourhood that

expands as the conformation settles was implemented.

The dual graph visualization is an implementation of a method for displaying the topol

ogy of a structure as opposed to its individual base pairs. The dual graph is a representation

of the RNA secondary structure in which stems are represented by vertices in a graph and

edges represent the unpaired bases between stems. In this way, the composition of stems

is masked, and their location, type, and quantity are more apparent. By displaying the

topology of the structure, large structures are simplified and may be more easily compared

to each other. In addition, the topology of the structure may be used by biologists to

determine the functionality of the RNA.

In addition to single structure visualization with pseudoknots, jViz.Rna permits overlay

comparison of structures for analysis of RNA secondary structure predictions. Comparison

of structures with the same RNA sequence allows RNA prediction researchers to better

understand the results of their algorithms. This increased understanding can then be used

to improve predictions. Each of the visualization modes in j Viz. Rna is capable of comparing

at least two structures, with the exception of the dot plot, which is capable of comparing

many structures to a single baseline structure. Up to this point, comparison of structures

has always taken place side-by-side with the researcher having to manually determine the

differences. jViz.Rna overlays the structures on top of each other to provide colouring of

base pairs to show which pairs are similar between both structures being compared and

which are unique to either of the structures. While overlay comparison is straight-forward

in the linear Feynman and circular Feynman, and has historically been used in the dot

plot, its implementation in the classical structure and dual graph are unique. It should be

noted that the dual graph comparison is not an overlay comparison, but rather a coloured

side-by-side comparison which shows the similarity between the base pairs represented by a

vertex in the graph. In this way it is possible to determine whether a stem is unique or is
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shifted from one structure to the other.

In addition to the visualization components of jViz.Rna, there is a numerical component

which provides useful quantitative data when analyzing large numbers of predictions. The

composition of the base pairs present in the each RNA structure is provided as is the

number of True Positives, False Positives, and False Negatives when a predicted structure is

compared with the baseline (native) structure. These values are all displayed in a summary

bar chart which helps the user to identify the higher quality predictions. In addition to

this, three statistical measures to determine the accuracy of each prediction are computed

from these values: sensitivity, specificity, and F-measure. The sensitivity and specificity are

shown on a ROC plot which places higher quality structures nearer to the top right corner,

providing a visual ranking of the predictions.

All of the included visualization modes may be saved as either .eps files which preserve

the vector quality graphics for publication and presentation, or as .png raster images which

may be used for automated results compilation or for presentation online.

RNA secondary structures may be loaded from the Connectivity Table (.ct) [103], Base

Pair Sequence (.bpseq) [9], and Dot Bracket Format (.dbf) [28].

As jViz.Rna is implemented in Java, it is available on the Linux, Mac OS, and Windows

platforms. The software may be downloaded freely from the internet at http: / / jviz. cs.

sfu. ca.
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Usage

Usage of j Viz.Rna is intended to be self-explanatory for researchers who are comfortable with

standard "window, icon, menu, pointing device" (WIMP) applications. Additionally, help

text is available within the application to describe the main features of each visualization

mode. However, there are some aspects of the software which benefit from some explanation.

A short quick-start guide is provided to help the user begin using the application.

This guide is written for Release Version 2.0, corresponding to SVN development source

version 495. The version of the software can be found under the About -> Version menu

item. Acknowledgments for the software are also available under the

About -> Acknowledgments menu item.

A.I Quick Start Guide

To use this quick start guide, you require a copy of the jViz.Rna executable jViz.jar. A

valid structure file is also required. These can be obtained from the jViz.Rna web site at

http://jviz.cs.sfu.caorbycontactingtheauthoratjviz.rna(Ugmail.com.

Once you have started the program (double-click jViz.jar, or on the command line

java -jar jViz.jar), load a structure or multiple structures using the File menu. When

the file chooser dialog pops up, you can select multiple structures by holding the Shift or

Ctrl keys to select a block of files or add or remove individual files to the current selection.

jViz.Rna can load files with .ct, .bpseq, .dbf, .dbn, or .dbn.txt extensions.

You can now choose which visualization mode you would like to use by selecting it in

the View menu. Each view has its own small help text that appears along the right hand
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side of the screen. To show or hide the help text you can use the small arrows located in

the vertical bar to the left of the text. Each of the dividing bars can also be adjusted by

clicking and dragging them with the mouse.

The left side of the screen contains the structure manager at the top, and the configu

ration options for each view at the bottom. Apart from the statistics and dot plot views in

which you can select as many structures in the same group as you would like, each other

view imposes a limit of two selections. To change the colour of the hydrogen bonds in

displayed structures, click on the small coloured square to the left of the structure name.

To save the currently viewed visualization, select the File -> Export As menu item.

This will invoke a save dialog box in which you can navigate to the directory you wish to

save the image to. Once you have selected the chosen directory, enter the file name in the

space provided. If you wish to save the image as a PNG file, add the .png extension to the

filename, otherwise, add the .eps extension. You will be asked to confirm your decision if

your chosen file name already exists.

A.2 Visualization Configuration

The configuration options for each visualization mode are described in this section. In most

instances, all configurable options are accessible via the configuration panel on the left most

side of the application. However, keyboard shortcuts do exist for some configuration options

for usage in full screen mode.

A.2.1 Linear Feynman

The visualization ofthe linear Feynman may be moved on the screen by clicking and dragging

the mouse anywhere on the canvas. The configurable options for this visualization mode

are shown in Tab. A.I.

A.2.2 Circular Feynman

The visualization of the circular Feynman may be moved on the screen by clicking and

dragging the mouse anywhere on the canvas. The configurable options for this visualization

mode are shown in Tab. A.2.
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Table A.l: Configurable options for the linear Feynman visualization mode. Holding down
the appropriate keyboard modifier and turning the mouse wheel or using the up and down
arrow keys will perform the selected action.

Property Description Key Modifier
Zoom Changes the size of the visualization. Also None

affects the Loop Height
Loop Height Changes the scaling constant governing the Alt

height of the loops
Number Frequency Changes the frequency of the numbers shown Ctrl

below the sequence. '0' means no numbers are
displayed

Table A.2: Configurable options for the circular Feynman visualization mode. Holding down
the appropriate keyboard modifier and turning the mouse wheel or using the up and down
arrow keys will perform the selected action.

Property Description Key Modifier
Zoom Changes the size of the visualization. Does None

not affect the size of the numbers
Number Size Changes the size of the numbers displayed Alt

around the circle
Number Frequency Changes the frequency of the numbers shown Ctrl

around the circle. '0' means no numbers are
displayed

Line Thickness Changes the thickness of the arcs as well as
the lines connecting to the numbers

5' 3' Gap Changes the size of the gap between the 5' and Shift
3' ends of the circle

Rotation Rotates the start point of the circle through
3600

A.2.3 Classical Structure

The visualization of the classical structure may be moved on the screen by clicking and

dragging the mouse anywhere on the whitespace of the canvas. Clicking and dragging

a nucleotide will drag that nucleotide relative to the rest of the structure, causing the

visualization to deform. This allows the user to adjust the layout of the visualization. The
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Table A.3: Configurable options for the classical structure visualization mode. Holding
down the appropriate keyboard modifier and turning the mouse wheel or using the up and
down arrow keys will perform the selected action.

Property Description Key Modifier
Font Size The size of the font to use for the nucleotides
Backbone Tension Tightens or loosens the springs of the back- Alt

bone (grey edges)
Bond Tension Tightens or loosens the springs of the bonds None

(coloured edges)
Node Transparency Adjusts the transparency of the circle sur- Shift

rounding each vertex. This can be useful on
larger plots where the vertices may completely
block out the edges.

Line Thickness Thickness of the edges between nodes Ctrl

In addition to the controls on the left panel, there are three controls directly above the

visualization which control zoom, rotation, and locality. The zoom control zooms the image,

but maintains the same font size. The rotation functionality rotates the canvas, but ensures

that the text maintains the correct, readable orientation. The locality control limits the

visibility of vertices at a specified edge distance de from the selected vertex n s. A vertex ni

is displayed if the shortest path from n s to ni is less than or equal to de. For this calculation,

the shortest path can include both base pair edges and backbone edges. See Sec. 4.1.4 for

more details on this functionality.

A.2.4 Dual Graph

When the dual graph visualization mode is selected, two visualizations are actually shown.

On the left is the dual graph and on the right is the classical structure. This is intended to

assist the user in interpreting the dual graph. The configuration options for both the dual

graph and the classical structure are contained in the configuration panel on the left of the

display. Any changes made to the classical structure visualization will be preserved when

the user switches to only the classical structure mode and vice-versa. The visualization of

the dual graph may be moved on the screen by clicking and dragging the mouse anywhere

on the canvas. If two dual graphs are displayed, the complete canvas may be moved by
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dragging any whitespace outside of the drawings of the dual graphs. To move an individual

graph in relation to the other graph, click and hold the mouse within the boundaries of the

dual graph and then drag to move the graph. The configurable options for this visualization

mode are shown in Tab. A.4.

Table A.4: Configurable options for the dual graph visualization mode. Holding down the
appropriate keyboard modifier and turning the mouse wheel or using the up and down arrow
keys will perform the selected action.

Property Description Key Modifier
Vertex Radius Adjusts the radius of the dots representing Ctrl

vertices in the dual graph
Circle Radius Adjusts the radius of loops in the dual graph None
Line Thickness Adjusts the thickness of the loops and com- Alt

parison lines

Note that choosing the File -> Export As function will only save the image of the

dual graph. To save the image of the classical structure, switch to classical structure view.

This visualization may not currently be saved side-by-side.

A.2.5 Dot Plot

The visualization of the dot plot may be moved on the screen by clicking and dragging the

mouse anywhere on the canvas. In this visualization, multiple structures may be selected.

Base pairs are shown by dots in the upper right hand portion of the grid and are segmented

into multiple colours if the base pair is common among multiple structures. The colours

of the segments correspond to the colours of the structures with a base pair at the given

location. The size of the dot is also related to the number of structures with the same base

pair. The greater the number of structures with a given base pair, the larger the dot will

be. The chosen baseline structure is shown in the lower left hand portion of the plot. The

configurable options for this visualization mode are shown in Tab. A.5.

A.2.6 Statistics

The statistics mode is unique among the visualization modes of jViz.Rna as it does not

display the structure itself, but rather the information about the structure. This information
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Table A.S: Configurable options for the dot plot visualization mode. Holding down the
appropriate keyboard modifier and turning the mouse wheel or using the up and down
arrow keys will perform the selected action.

Property Description Key Modifier
Grid Spacing (Zoom) Changes the size of the grid cells, dots, None

and text
Grid Majors Adjusts the frequency of the grid major Alt

lines shown as a black grid
Grid Minors Adjusts the frequency of the grid minor Ctrl

lines between the grid majors, shown as
a light grey grid.

Baseline Structure A radio button selection used to choose Ctrl
the structure to display in the lower left
portion of the grid for comparison to all
of the structures shown in the upper right
portion of the grid.

is split among nine different tabbed panes available within the visualization area of the

application. These consist of the Summary, ROC Plot, Pair Count, True Positives, False

Positives, False Negatives, Specificity, Sensitivity, and F-Measure. If a single structure is

loaded, only the Pair Count tab will show any useful information as the other measures all

require comparison of structures.

In all statistics modes, there is a radio button control to indicate which of the selected

structures should be considered as the baseline to which all other selected structures with

the same sequence are compared.

The summary graph summarizes the data contained within the pair count, true positives,

false positives, and false negatives data tables. While the data tables include a breakdown

of this information according to the type of base pair, the summary shows this information

for all base pairs in each structure. A legend and editable title for the chart can be added

using the checkboxes in the configuration options.

The ROC plot is a plot of sensitivity vs. specificity, with the higher ranking structures

being shown nearer to the top right corner of the display. While the F-Measure is not directly

included in this plot, in general, the closer a prediction is to the top right corner, the closer

the F-Measure will be to 1. A legend and editable title are also available for this plot.
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Further details of the visualization are available in Sec. 4.2.1.

In each of the detailed data table views for each measurement, the columns may be

resized by dragging the dividing line between cells in the header of the table. When the

mouse is in the correct location, the pointer will change to indicate this functionality. If a

column is greyed out, no basepairs of that type are present in any of the loaded structures.

In the specificity, sensitivity, and F-measure data tables, this means that the data in that

column is not directly calculated and is instead inferred. For example, if the baseline

structure has no GG pairs, every prediction will have 100% specificity for that base pair

type.

All of the data contained in the data tables may be exported to comma separated value

(CSV) format using the File -> Export As menu item and then entering a filename with a

. csv extension. This file can then be used for further analysis via scripts or with commonly

available spreadsheet applications.

A.3 File Conversion

To convert structure files, first load the files using the File -> Load Structure(s) menu

item. Once the structures are loaded, select the File -> Convert Structure (s ) menu

item. This will enable the Convert Structures dialog box. First, select the structures to

convert by clicking on the check boxes of the structures you wish to convert. Next, select

the type of file you would like to export the chosen structures to. Note that comments

in the header of the loaded structures may not be transferred in the conversion - only the

structure data will be converted. Finally, ensure that you have entered the correct output

directory and click on the Export button. Each selected file will then be exported with the

same file name as the source file, but with the new file extension.

AA Command-line Usage

When visualizing or statistically comparing many structures, such as the sub-optimal fold

ings from mfold or an evolutionary algorithm, it saves time to process the data as a batch

from the command-line. jViz.Rna enables this usage for processing many structures and

outputting the results to data and image files as specified on the command-line. By running

the following command java -j ar jViz. j ar -h, the following help text will be printed.
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[-t I--text]

Disable the GUI

[-h I--help]

Display this help

[-vl--version]

Display Version information

[(-BI--baseline) <baseline>]

Specify the name of a structure to use as the baseline (native)

structure for comparisons

[(-fl--format) formatl,format2, ... ,formatN ]

Specify one or more graphical output formats for visualization

output (eps or png)

[-c I--classical]

Output format flag must be set. If baseline is set, a comparison

between the baseline and each loaded structure will be made,

otherwise single structure visualizations of each loaded

structure will be made.

[-g I--dual]

Output format flag must be set.

[-d \--dotplot]

Output format flag must be set.

[-ll--linear]

Output format flag must be set.

[-c I--circular]

Output format flag must be set.

[-sl--statistics]

Baseline structure and output format flag must be set. Will create

statistics and graphs

file_inputl file_input2 ... file_inputN

Specify files to be opened. File can be .ct, .bpseq, .dbn, .dbf, or a

text file containing a list of files to open
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For example, to load a hypothetical native structure (native. ct) and three predicted

structures (prediction1. ct ... ) and output classical structure and circular Feynman

comparisons between the native structure and each of the predictions using the eps file

format, the following command would be used.

java -jar jViz.jar --text --format eps --classical --circular --baseline

native.ct native.ct prediction1.ct prediction2.bpseq prediction3.dbf



Appendix B

Implementation

B.1 Libraries

In order to provide some of its functionality and reduce development effort, jViz.Rna relies

on a few select libraries which are included with the application. These libraries, their

functionality, websites, and licenses are shown in Tahle Bvl ,

Table B.1: Libraries used by jViz.Rna.

Library
TouchGraph
JSAP
EPSGraphics
JOpenChart

Description
Force model foundation
Commandline interface
EPS file output
Bar graph and ROC plot

URL
touchgraph.sourceforge.net
jsap.sourceforge.net
jibble.org/epsgraphics
jopenchart.sourceforge.net

License
Apache
LGPL
GPL
GPL

The TouchGraph library provides the basis for the force-directed placement model used

in the classical structure view and is the most heavily modified library. The force-directed

placement model has been modified for increased performance when dealing with RNA

secondary structures and the underlying data structures have been modified to include

additional vertex and edge meta data. The visual components of the library have also been

modified. For the JSAP commandline parser, I contributed the FileStringParser class

which allows for files to be entered on the commandline. A number of small changes have

been made to the JOpenChart library to remove arrows drawn on the x and y axis as well as

to move axis labels to avoid text overlap. Additional changes were made to allow external

102
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control of the colours used in the charts. The EPSGraphics library has not been modified.

B.2 Software Design

---- - -- -- -- -- -~- ""r------·· ------..----...---,.---.,,,.--.,,"'; "

( iVisualization i ':

--+ti~~-~j--- :

Figure B.!: A simplified depiction of the software design of jViz.Rna.

As the tool is written in Java, it can be used on any platform with a compatible Java

runtime environment (Java 1.5 or greater). It has been successfully used on Linux, Mac

OSX, and Windows platforms. The default usage is through a graphical interface, however,

command-line options are available for most functions, enabling usage in a batch-processing

environment.

The design of j Viz.Rna is intended to be modular in order to permit new filetypes and

visualization modes to be added. A simplified diagram showing the components is shown in

Figure B.1. The software consists of components that can be grouped into three categories:

File Input/Output, User Interaction, and Visualization. The main user interface is located

in jVizCore and is responsible for tying together all of the major components. In order to

make jViz.Rna extensible, Abstract Classes are used to provide a common interface to File

Formats, Visualization Modes, Configuration Panels, and Help Panels.

The source code is divided into six main packages for the jViz.Rna software, and four

other packages which include the libraries used within jViz.Rna. An overview of the packages

and their number of Non-Commenting Source Statements (NCSS) for j Viz. Rna is shown in
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ITab. B.2, and for the included libraries is shown in Tab. B.3. The NCSS is roughly equiva

Ilent to counting the number of ';' and '{' characters in the Java source files. More precisely,

It he NCSS counts each package declaration, import declaration, class declaration, interface

declaration, field declaration, method declaration, constructor declaration, constructor in

vocation, statement, and label.

Table B.2: The number of Non-Commenting Source Statements (NCSS) per package in
j Viz.Rna. The NCSS is roughly equivalent to the number of ';' and '{' characters.

Package
config

file
help

modes

structuralelements

uielements

Total 6 Packages

Classes
11

13
8

23

11

10

76

Methods
167

96
17

302

197

84

863

NCSS
942

792
181

2310

1101

1330

6656

Description
Configuration panels and
utilities for all visualiza
tions
File input and output
Help panels and utilities for
all visualizations
Drawing algorithms for
each visualization mode
Data structures for storage
and manipulation of RNA
secondary structures
All graphical user interface
functionality

B.3 File Input Formats

All input and output file types must inherit the JVizFile abstract base class. This base

class provides a number of convenience functions shared by all file types for interacting with

the rest of the components.

j Viz.Rna can read three different types of files containing structural information: Con

nectivity Table (.ct) [103], Base Pair Sequence (.bpseq) [9J, and an implementation of Dot

Bracket Notation (.dbn) [28]. All visualizations can be saved to disk using either the En

capsulated Postscript (.eps) or Portable Network Graphics (.png) file formats, which are

suitable for usage in publications and presentations. The .gif and .jpeg formats are not

included due to library availability and suitability to the resulting drawings. As jViz.Rna is
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Table B.3: The number of Non-Commenting Source Statements (NCSS) per library in
j Viz. Rna. The NCSS is roughly equivalent to the number of ';' and '{' characters.

Package Classes Methods NCSS Description
com.martiansoftware.jsap 49 342 1994 The Java Simple Comman-

dline Parser (JSAP)
com.touchgraph 42 506 3442 The TouchGraph force

model library - signifi-
cantly modified

de.progra.charting 42 409 2357 The JOpenChart charting
library

org.jibble.epsgraphics 3 111 629 The EPSGraphics eps out-
put library

I Total 4 Libraries 136 1368 8422

designed to be highly extensible, it is very easy to add new file formats as both input and

output file types. Future work in this area includes support for the RNAML [86J file format.

Connectivity Table Format

The '.ct' file format has many different, unpublished specifications. It has been used in a

variety of programs, each one implementing its usage in a slightly different manner. This

format is most commonly found as the output of the popular MFOLD web server [103]. As

we were unable to determine a precise and universal specification for this format, we have

based our implementation on a number of sample files given by the MFOLD web server. A

typical file has a single line header which includes the number of nucleotides in the sequence

and the calculated energy of the structure along with the name (or identifier) of the molecule

and any other related data. The remainder of the file contains one nucleotide per line, with

six columns per line. The data in each column is as follows: nucleotide index, nucleotide

type, nucleotide index - 1, nucleotide index + 1, paired base (0 if not paired), nucleotide

index. Each column is typically separated by tabs, but can be simply separated by a space.

Any whitespace found is assumed to be a column delimiter.

When used for a single structure in this manner, there is a significant amount of redun

dant data included in the file. However, it is important to support this file format due to

its prevalence.
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118 ENERGY = 0

1 G 0 2 117 1

2 G 1 3 116 2

117 C 116 118 1 117

118 U 117 0 0 118

Base Pair Sequence Format

106

The '.bpseq' file format is a very simple format designed in much the same way as the .ct

format. Due to its simplicity it has maintained its integrity across multiple applications.

Typically, the file has a number of header lines describing the molecule encoded in the file.

The structure is encoded similarly to the .ct format with one nucleotide per line with three

columns per line. The first column contains the nucleotide index, the second contains the

nucleotide type, with the final column containing the corresponding paired base (0 if not

paired). Each column is separated by whitespace.

Optional Comments

1 G 117

2 G 116

117 C 1

118 U 0

Dot Bracket Notation Format

Dot bracket notation is very simple, but can vary widely in implementation. Our implemen

tation supports the 'Bracket View l' format used by Pseudoviewer [28] in order to provide

compatibility and testing with that application. It is a very obvious format in that by itself

it is a simple visualization allowing for rapid identification of helices and pseudoknots.

This format begins with an optional comment line preceded by a '#' symbol. The

following line contains an optional number indicating the starting nucleotide number of the

molecule. The third line lists the sequence of nucleotides in order while the fourth line shows

the pairing between nucleotides. This is done using the ':', '(', ')', '[', and']' symbols. The
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':' symbol indicates no connection while the parenthesis indicate a paired base, and the

square brackets are used when there is a pseudoknot.

#Optional Comment

1

GGGUUCGG .

«:[)):J .

When an RNA secondary structure is loaded, the class that handles the filetype is

responsible for reading the input file and creating an RnaStructure object from it. An

RnaStructure is primarily composed of a sequence of Nucleotides composing the backbone.

Once given the set of Nucleotides defining the structure of the RNA, the RnaStructure

then builds the higher level descriptions of the structure. This includes BasePairs and

an RnaGraph which can then be used by the visualization modes. In order to manage

loading many structures at once and make it straightforward to switch between structures,

a StructureManager (Fig. B.2) is used to organize and select structures. As shown, check

boxes are used to select which structures to display.

Once a file has been loaded, the user selected RnaStructure(s) are then accessible by

all of the visualization modes. As with the file types, each visualization mode must extend

the JVizCanvas base class. It specifies certain methods that the inheriting visualization

modes may implement such as providing a configuration panel (jVizConfig), a help panel

(jVizHelp) (Fig. 4), and a method whereby the visualization mode can print its output to

a file. One benefit of this architecture is that a new visualization mode can incorporate

an existing visualization mode within its display. This capability is used in the dual graph

visualization which incorporates the classical structure plot as a side window for comparison

purposes.
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Figure B.2: jViz.Rna 2.0 user interface showing five structures loaded with two currently
being compared in the classical structure mode. The top left panel contains the interface for
selecting which structures to display while the lower left displays the configurable options
for the current visualization. The right hand side displays a short help text. All portions
of the screen can be resized according to user preference. The native structure displayed is
that of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 58 RNA, X67579, 118nt along with a prediction of the
structure from RnaPredict [95]
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